


APPLIED ENGINEERING IS 100% APPLE
That's Why We're So Good At It!

Super Music Synlhl'sizer
Improved H~rdwue ilnd Softwue

• Compiele 1b voice music synlheslzer on one card. Jun plug it into
y/)Ur Apple, oonnect Iheaudio C3ble (supplied) to your stereo. bQol
the disk supplied and you are ready 10 inpul and play songs.

• Irs easy to program music with our compose wftv>'are. You will stan
right away at inpuning your favorite wngs. The H~l1:es screen shows
wflat you have entered in standard sheet music format.

• Now with new improved software for the easi!'!st and the- fastest
music input s~tem available anywhere.

• We give you lots of wltware. In addilion to Compos., and ?lay
p'ograms. 2 disks are filled with ove, 30 !;Ongs ready to play.

• Easy to program in 8asic Ie) senerate complex sound efleCts. Now
you, games can have explosions. pha,e' zaps, lrait. whistles, death
cries. Yoo "arne it, thiS ca,d can do iL

• four white noise generators which are g,eal lor sound effecl$
• Plays music i" true stereo as well as t,ue disc,ete quadraphonic.
• full control of attack, volume, decay, su.ltai" and 'elease.
• Will play songs "'Tilten 10'ALf synthesizer (ALF wltwafewill not take

advantage of all Our card's fNtures. Th/!ir soltware sounds the same
in ou, synthesized

• Our card will play llotes from 30Hl to beyond human hearing.
• Automatic shutoff on power·up 01 if reset is pmhed.
• Many many mOIl! featUfl;s PRICE $159.00

NEW"84
DESIGN
An oHicial
PRO-DOS Clod<

• JU$1 plug it In and your Ptogram~'~~~"~"~'~d~'~h~e~month, date, day,
and time to 1 millisecond! The only dod with both year and ms.

• A rec.hilfgeilble NiCad battery will keep the T1MfMASTfR II rUmling
fO( over ten yeats.

• Powerful 2K ROM driver - No 'lock could be easier to use,
• Full emulation of mOSI other clocks, Including Thunderdock and

Appledock (but you'll like the T1MEMA$T[R II mooe better).
We emulate other clocks by merely dropping olf features. We C<lll
emulate them but they can'! emulate us.

• Basie, Machine Code, CP/M and Pascal software on 2 disks!
• Eight software oontrolled interrupts so you can execu!", twO programs

at the same time (many examples afe induded).
• On-board timer leU you time any interval Up1048 dlyslongdown 10

the nearest millisecond.
Tile TlMEMASTER II indudes 2 disks with some 'eally fantasti<:. time
oriented programs (ove, 40) induding appointmellt book so you'll
never forget to do anything again. Enter your appointment<; up to a
yea' in advance then forget them. Appointment book will.emind you
in plenty of time, Plus DOS dater so it will automatically add the date
when disk files are c,eated or modified. The disk is ove, a S200.00
value along-we give the software others sell. All software packages
fO!' business. data base management and communications are made
to read the TlMEMASTER II. If you want the most powerful and the
easiest to use clock for your Apple, yoo want a TlMEMASTER II.

PRICE $129.00

Autom~t"",11yd;ue
ltaml" file will,
PRQ.OOS

PRICE $139.00

-

Z-80 PLUS!

• TOTALLY compatible with ALL CP/M soltwa,e.
• The only loBO ca.d with a special 21( "CP/M deteCto(' chip.
• Fully compatible with microwft disks (no pre-boot lequi,ed).
• Specifically deSigned fo' high speed operation in the Apple Ill' (lUllS

just as fast i" the 11+ and f,anklin).
• Run~ WORD STAR, d8ASE II, C080L·80. FORTRAN-SO,

PEACHTREE and ALL other CP/M soltwa,e with no p,e-booL
• A semi-custom I.e. and a low pa,ts count allows the loBO Plus to fly

tllru CP/M plOgrams at a very low powe' level. (Wlil use the Z-60A at
fa~t4MHlJ

• Does EV£RYTHINC the other l-80 boa,ds do. plu~ l·60 interrupts.

Don't confuse the loBO Pius with clude copies of thlil miclOsof! card. Thlil
loBO Plu~ employs amuch more sophisticaled a"d reliable desig". With
the l·BO Plm you can access the largest body of sollwa,e in existence.
Two compuler~i" <)nlil and thlil advantages 01 both, all at an u"believably
low price.

Viewmasler 80
There used to be .obout • dozen 80 column cards for the Apple, now
lhere's only ONE.

• TOTALLY Videx Compatible.
• 80 characte's by 24 lines, with a shi!,p 7x9 dot mat,ix.
• On-board 40/80 wIt videQ switch with manual40 column override
• fully compatible with ALL Apple la"gl.lages and wftware-there ale

NO exceptiO"s.
• Low power consumption th'ough the use 01 CMOS devices.
• All co"neetions are made with slandard video coonecto<5.
• Both uppm and lower case characte~ are standa'd.
• All new dlilsign (using a new Microp'oceSSOf based CR..T. <:onlrolier)

for a beautiful razor sharp display.
• The VI EWMASTER lncorporate~ all the leatUfesof all other80 column

cards, plus many new improvements._.._.
".W,,"S/ER '" ns ,u "s VIS ns vn "s us
,U"~T1RM MORE NQ ,tS ''0 NO NO NO YIS Vf~

WIZARD"! MOR<, NO "0 NO NO VU ""0 Y[$ YIS
Y1>IOt>llIl MORr "n ns "10 1'0 '{5 NO NO NO
O""""SION MO~E NO '1$ NO NO NO NO 'lEI "S
VI'WM"-'to MORI "IS ns NO NO 'I't$ NO NO 'U
SMUTIRM MORE V{5 '<.5 NO NO NO VIS nl 'lO
"'orona" MORI NO NO ns NO ns 'f~ NO Y(S

The VIEWMASHR 80 wa,k, with all 80 wlumn applicatiom indudlng CPIM,
paseal. WonlSlar, format II, E..sywriter, Apple Writer 11, VisiCalc. and all
Olher~. Ttl<! VIEWMASHR 80 is THE MOST ~ompalible 80 column card you
can buy.1 ANY price' PRICE $179.00

$149
$169
$14'.1

MemoryMasler lie 128K RAM Card

• Precision wltwa,e disk emulation lor Bask. Pascal and CP/M is
avail.lble at a very lOW' COSL NOT copy protected.

• Docume"tation included. we show you how to use all 192"-
If,,,," .1""'dyka"e.-lpple>l>4 ~ ard ju,,"""'nr...MfMOR'MIISHR II. wifhl>4KAo>d u....
.he UK 1""", you< old b";>fd'" lIVe"fO'" lull Il8K. {Tr... bw'd " fu~y oocketed "'l'O"
simply pl", ;n m<>«I (hip>.)

MemoryMuter III' with 128K
Upgradeable MemoryMaster He with 64K
Non-Upgradeable Mem<,lryMa~te' III' with 64K

• Expands yoUr Apple Ill' to 1921< memOry.
• Prov,dlilS an 80 column text display.
• Compatible with all Apple III' 80 column and lilxtended 80 column

card software (same physical size as Apple's 64K card).
• Can be u~ed asa solid statlil disk drive to make your programs run up

1020 times fASTER {the 641< configuration will act as half a drivel.
• Pe,mits your III' to USlil the new double high 'esolution graphics.
• Automatically expands Visicalc to 9S I< storage in 80 columnsl The

641< (onfig. is all that's needed. 1281< can take you even highe,.
• PRO-DOS will usetheMemoryMaster Ileasa high speed disk drive.

o..r _rd, ..., I.. "rpe<ko- to """. 01 ,he """,,,m., .lew",,'" m.de. '<>doy. ...lIte:. AI. '" hI~h qu.I;•• o<><keU w~h mii-.pe<:. comp"" ••,,, ...o:rt "''''''Il''''''( P.c. bwrdu,. ,",'"
epoxy wi'h ""'" """ta<1~Mad. ;nAm,,';a '" h. 'het>e-<t ;" lheworld. All produ<1l_rIt In 'h"JI'"lf liE, II. 11+ a"<! fr.nklin The MemoryMa"",U.I. tI" <>nly.Appl~En£ln,,"';ns
oflo "'atwl":lu'~l afulillne<>l d il<q....rtion.nd ,,",,,01 prod""'. for '''''Awte;AlO C()o'I...."C" .n~ <!~;I;olIIOca'd<,efc. PIe.>.. ,."Iormore "'1",....';.",. ...11 "'"''''-'''''''''''''' ful~
""'.d with C<)mJ>l"',, d<>OJm"" ""n"'d o".I~t" fot Imml!'d;ole .... liv.ry....1 pr.,.;oc".~ ~...r.n'ee-d witil. no ~"lle r"REf YUI W"IlR/l"n.

Texas Residents Add S':\o Sales Tax
Add $10.00 If Outside U.S.A.

De.ler Inquiries Welcome

Se"d Check or MOfley Order to:
APPLIED ENGINEERING

P.O. Box 798
Car,olllon, 1)( 75006

Call (214) 492-2027
8 a.m. to 11 p.m. 7 days a week

MasterCard, Visa & C.O.D. Welcome
No extra charge for credit cards
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Highest Quality, Lifetime Guarantee!

DISKETTES
$1 65 5V.... soft-sectored, hub ring,

• envelopes, double density,
double-sided on APPLE drives -- 100 for
$155,100 single-sided for $149.
----------------------

Hard plastic stand-up lO-diskette carrying
cases $2.75 each, 4 10r$10 (beige, black,
blue, green, grey, red, yellow). Smoked
plastic flip-top 75 diskette file cases,
$19.50. Heavy-duty nibblin9 1001, $22.

Disk Drives
$199 100% APPLE-compatible, 40

track, full-size, Siemens type
quality drives, with manufacturer's l-year
warrantee. Controller card, $65.

COO & VISA/Master Card orders welcome.
Add $4 for shipping & handling (only $2 for
orders under $50) plus 6% sales tax for DC
residents. Send for our catalog.

Publisher/Editor
Charles Haight

Technical Editors
Gary Peterson

Ray Darrah

Production
& Graphics

Lynn Campos..Johnson

Circulation
Valerie Robinson

Michelle Frank

Business Manager
Ken Fields

Advertising
Attn: Valerie Robinson
Advertising Department
3710 l00th SI. SW
Tacoma, WA 98499

Printing
Grange Printing, Inc.
Seattle, WA

Publishing
SoftKey Publishing
P.O. Box 44549
Tacoma, WA 98444
USA

VF ASSOCIATES
Weslem Ave.. N.W.. Wash., D.C. 20015

(202) 363-1313

Address all advertising inquiries to Hardcore COM
PUTIST, Advertising Department, 3710 lOOth SI. SW, Ta
coma, WA 98499. Address all manuscripts and editorials
to: Hardcore COMPUTIST, Editorial Department, P.O. Box
44549, Tacoma, WA 96444.

SPECIAL POWER PACK ""." $49.95
GET All3 DISKS

ONE PASS COPY 529.95
The Copy Machine

Does for disks what Xerox did for paper.
• Don't leI baclli~Ub sloW 100 oown ' This is lJle tasteS! oossltje COllY system
• bamples on Apples.

Copy Apple Syslem Master on one • Make backing UP a pleasure, Cow
d1fYe In one pass aM 38 seCOl\dS most disks In one pass alld a fractIOn
compat&ll to tWO and ahall miootes 01 the lime.
Will! COPYA • Char.ge pilfamelers - iNIT. bYPass

• Copyalllskwltha128uctor lladsectl)lS,elc.

lame on two IIrlves In EIGHTEEN • !t you backup 1'001 wOlk, yoo owe ilto
ECONDS III va. 1 mlnUle 33 )'Oursell to use ONE PASS COPY

seconll. w 1& CDPYA.

RAM DRIVE $24,95
• Use \'OUr e.tra mclOOlY as a Di$ll Oril'C.

No hanlwue needed,
• All DOS commands work the S¥lIe.
• 310 5eCIOIS With a1261( AWle lie.

63 sectl)lS on iltl'/64K A\lIlle lie
OlU+ Thatsmoreroomthanany
other soltwMe.

• InaeOll)ly tast - roo have to se1! 11
III aIIIlleciare the spee(j aoo rellalllhty.

• Full package ot ut~llles

To Order:
11 Mail 01 PhOne OldEn~ed
21 Check. COO. VISA Of Me IIfldUde elll

Ilale and SlIJlallllJ
3tAdd Sl5(lU S s/IOOIlfI
4) Add $5 00 lIlreIgn
51 Specly 64ft OfI28K A(llIle ....hefI

orlleOll\l R.lM 0RIVf

SPEED-DOS $24,95
• Improves SAVE LOAD, BLOAO,

BSAVE, RUN aitd BRUN tlmes
uplo5~.

• Compatible Willi RAM DRIVE. all 005
commilllllS. most proorams.

• B10a0 HI-RES SCleiln lrom Iloppy rn
3 seconds, 11001 RAM DRIVE In lIall
.~-• Coolpletety unplOtectetl. Add 10
any P«lQIam.

• Easy 10 use oocumemallOll
• All disks CQlyallie calaIoVal* %

• Dealer irOIineS welcome i
Softwa,re banco inc.
1"225 N. \\'aler Street
Milwaukee. \\'153202
14\41271-(1100 (312) 876-0715

MAILING NOTICE: Change of address must be postmarked
at least 30 days prior 10 move. Paste your present mailing
label on postallorm 3576 and supply your new address for
our records. Issues missed due to non-receipt 01 change
of address may be acquired at the regular back issue rate.

Return postage must accompany all manuscripts. draw
ings, photos, disks, or tapes if they are to be returned. No
responsibility can be assumed for unsolicited manuscripts.
We suggest you send only copies.

EntIre contents copyright 1984 by SoflKey Publishing. All
rights reserved. CopyIng done for other than personal or
Internal reference (without express written permission from
the publisher) is prohibited.

The editorial staff assumes no liability or responsibility
for the products advertised in the magazine. Any opinions
expressed by the authors are not necessarily those 01 Hard
core COMPUTIST magazine or SoftKey Publishing.

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION: Rates for one year are
as follows: U.S. $25, 1st Class, APOIFPO. and Canada $34,
Mexico $39, Foreign Airmail $60, Foreign Surface Mail $40.
Subscription inquiries should be directed to Subscription
Department, Hardcore COMPUTIST, P.O. Box 44549, Ta
coma, WA 96444.

DOMESTIC DEALER RATES sent upon request, or call
(206)581-6038.

Apple usually refers to the Apple II or II Plus computer
and is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

Note To Subscribers: In future issues of Hardcore COM
PUTIST. volume numbers will be discontinued and the num
ber Which appears on the cover wi. coincide with the ISSUE
number placed al the bottom of each page. Subscription labels
will Idflrllify your ending issue using these numbers.
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Crack-Shot 129
Snap·Shot Call
Wild-Card liE 115
Inspeclor 4S
CqJy II +(IBM PC) 35

BACK·UP
ALMOST

ANYTHING!

Stoneware's Support

~Oduc~sbelow. when used appropriately.
eIther Singly or together. will enable you fo
copy virtually all software for the relevant
computer. The copy-products are intend
ed 10 be used for back·up purposes only!
PrOducts are Apple-compatible unless
otherwise indicated.

Mr. Koeritz: But what would a prison be
without bugs?

locksmith 75
Back·II-Up 49
Nibbles-Away 59
Watson 39
Copy II + 35

I wish to compliment Monty Lee on
his fine, in-depth, imparlial review of
DB Master in Hardcore COMPUTIST
no.6.

Ot all the points covered, I must
agree with him most about the massive
protection scheme used by Stoneware
and because of which, periodically, the

CONNECTICUT INFORMATION
SERVICES

2313 East Main Street
Bridgeport, CT 06610

20J.579.Q472

TO ORDER Use phone or mail. VISA. MC. Checks &
/:lank wires accepted AOd 4% Illf Shlp
pmg. Of $4 whichever is 1T1OI!. Conn
residents ada 7,5% safes tax

~gl~ lor lY/lO';I~ trIOr'S I'IIcw $UlIjttl1o~
""!/lOut 00lict

Bugs In Zork

More Words on Homeward

Jim Willis
West Monroe LA

I was looking for a simple word
processor for home use. I had been us
ing Apple Writer 1.1 but my wife
thought the Escape key for shift was
too hard to get used to. So, when I saw
a sahkey for Homeward in the COM
PUTIST No.5. I knew this would be the
choice. I don't like to have programs
that I can't backup.

The tip seemed to work well except
the copy wouldn't boot. Not uncom
mon I guess as I have a later version
1.2. But No.5 came through. I removed
the disk cover and marked the cam. Af
ter doing that, I tried to reboot the copy
of Homeward and saw that it kept spin
ning at track 3. It must be a common
On-line tactic to Nibble count track 3.
After recopying track 3 with Nibble
count, the copy will now boot.

Thank you for the tip and feel free
to pass along the information about
track 3.

Andy lengenfelder
Renton WA

Zork III has a bug in every version.

Hardcore COMPUTIST nO.8

Reading Apple ROM's

That ought to keep you busy for a few
months.

Also some information you might
want to pass on to your readers:

1. All the "Visi-·" programs. 2. Per·
sonal Finance Manager. 3. Various A+;
plesoft compilers ...Einstein, Hayden,
etc. 4. DB Master. 5. Apple Business
Graphics. 6. PFS; Report, File, etc.

Sensible Speller:
The DOS 3.3, 3.2, Word Handler,

Supertext, and Pascal versions can be
copied separately with the Wildcard
from East Side Software (have they
changed their name recently?). East
Side Software will send instructions on
request. Does anyone know how to
copy the CP/M version?

locksmith v.S:
The latest issue (March, 1984) of A+;

pie Assembly lines gives instructions
on copying this program with COPYA
and ZAP by rewriting one 01 the sec·
tors (Track $OF, Sector $0E, Byte $6F,
from $C6 to $0F).

Steve Burke
Champlin Minn.

Mr. Burke:Thank you for the fnfonnatkm
on Sensible Speller IV. A lot ofour read·
ers sure do want to back this one up.
Does AAL's tip on Locksmith 5.~mean
they are going to be giving us compe
tition in the softkey department?

Just a note to thank you and Ernie
Young for the excellent article called
Modified ROMS.

I was not so interested in backing up
my programs as I was in modifying
some of the code that until now could
not be changed.

I have a program called THE ROY·

INPUT INPUT INPUT
,

Wishes and Tips AL NAVY REPLAY DISK that takes The program hangs up if you gom the
care of backups. prison cell with the SWORD and then

I'dljketoseeanevenhigherpercerr . On page 16 (Hardcore N6} is a draw. tell the dungeon master to push the
tage of your editorial material concen. tng of the socket needed to use 2716 bunoo (you must be in the one with the
Irate on applications/utility programs, EPROMS in the Apple. This works bronze door for this to happen). Nor-
with less attention to games. Here are great. My pr~blem was to read the Ap- mally, this is the way to win, but if you
my suggestions for future softkeys: pie 9316 since I used an external have the sword target it.

burner. '
To do this: Jumper pin 24 to 18. Chris Koeritz

Jumper pin 20 to 21. Cut pins 21 and Charlottesville VA
18 off as the article instructs.

Now with the 9316 in this socket, it
can be read by the burner just as if it
was 2716.

Now make the changes to the code
and burn your EPROM.

You must use a singe voltage 2716
(5v) EPROM.. There are others. Some
numbers that work are: TMS 2516 and
MCM 2716.

I hope to see more on this in your
fine magazine.



Too many reviews are written atler
a relatively casual experience with a
program, not just by your magazine,
and are very misleading.

I would suggest you consider a read·
er's poll, somewhat like Popular
Science does for cars, to directly de
termine user satisfaction and com
plaints.

For your information, the manual
nibble count match on EDD works like
a charm, as do similar features on all
the other nibble copiers.

As far as the drive speed adjustment
utilities go, I had no problem at all and
I'm no genius. I've been stumped by
poor documentation many times. They
just have you set the original drive a
little fast and the copy drive a little slow
to ensure that you don't overwrite the
beginning of the track. It has certainly
helped me copy more reliably. This
feature is unique to EDD. Also unique
is the default value of copying from
drive 2 10 drive 1 on the theory that the
drive that writes the disk is the best
drive to boot and read the disk; it
makes sense. Also unique is the re
quirement that the original be write
protected to proceed; no more accj.
dently ruining a disk! A minor but ap
preciated feature is that when you
make an error like failing to write pro
tect the original, it proceeds from
where you left off rather than return
ing you to the menu as most other pro
grams do.

Also unique is the idea for removing
your cover and numbering your tracks
on the inside so you can tell if your
copy fails and just which track it failed
on so you can recopy that track only.
It is a tremendous featurel In any
event, it is incredible to me that you
failed to grasp any of this.

Version III, so far as I can tell, is not
too different; both the documentation
and the program itself are very similar
but I would certainty take another look!

I am also digusted that the manufa!>
turers copy-protect these nibble copj.
ers; Copy II + is the onty one that gives
parameters to back theirs up. I think
it is very hypocritical not to provide
these.

I also like Back-it·Up 11 alot. It has a
unique feature to indicate if your drive
is operating reliably. I had a bad chip
on my drive and detected it with Back
It-Up III.

I like your letters column. The Time
Zone hint is sure true. The copy utility
is useless.

Mad about EDD

A Hard Problem

I feel compelled to write concerning
your review of Essential Data Duplica
tor in Hardcore COMPUTlST no. 6.

I think, no I know, this review does
a real disservice to EDD and your read
ers. lawn and have used extensively
Locksmith 4.1 and 5.0, Nibbles Away
II, Copy II +, Back-It-Up and the origi
nal EDD and Version Ill. All these pro
grams have their unique strengths and
weaknesses, but there is no doubt in
my mind that EOD is the best. Your
criticisms of it are just not true in my Jerry Kroege
experience. Lincoln, NE

Hardcore COMPUTIST no.8

Mr. Ksander: Sorry, we don't have
any tips on sucC/Jssfulfy moving Visifile
onto a hard disk. We wifJ have to turn
this one over to our readers.

Scott. L Ksander
New Brighton MN

I have seen copies of your magazine
and found them to be very useful.
Keep up the good work. In COM·
PUTIST No.5 I was particularly thank
ful for the Softkey for Visifile as I was
planning to make modifications to sup
port my hard disk. This softkey,
however, does not seem to allow me
to copy the Visifile programs to the
hard disk. VISIFILE.BIN reads some
specific track and sector locations with
RWTS that do not map directly on to
the hard disk due to different track
sizes. Before I spend many hours
worll:ing through this, I thought I'd write
in the hope that someone else had al·
ready succeeded. Please let me know
if you have any information.

Gary Thunell
North Hollywood CA

screen, then 'c' for "change game".
Following Ihe rules in the Sargon 11
manual for "change game", you can
delete Sargon's men or change a
bishop to a pawn, etc. When you're
happy with the way the game is
progressing, press RETURN and an
swer the prompted questions to re
sume play.

I would appreciate more reviews and
parameter changes of bit copy pro
grams, for example Locksmith 5.0 and
Essential Data Duplicator.

Paul Raymer
Brothers Printing Co.
Los Angeles CA

Here's a couple of notes on two of
my favorite programs that you might
want to pass on to your readers.

First, regarding backing-up
Wizardry. You will be a lot more suc
cessful than "two out of nine times"
(as Samborski's method in Hardcore
NO.3 provides) if on the scenario side
of the disk you SYNC the entire disk
copy. Note: this should work on the
Wizardry no. 2 and Knight of Dia
monds, also.

Second, an APT for Sargon II. The
"change board" option on the main
menu is very helpful if you're losing.
Just press CONTROL-R from the text

Page 4

Wizards and Chess

program suffers fatal errors, displays
unintelligible error messages or just
hangs up without notice. In all fairness,
it does protect its files in most of these
cases so user frustration, not data loss,
is the big problem.

Both the review and Stoneware stale
that the company only guaranteees DB
Master on Apple drives. In our case,
the program will NOT run on Apple
drives, but thank God a company
called Quentin Research makes a
drive upon which the DB Master worll:s
like a charm!

In the review, you stated that the ac
companying manual does not indicate
that the program can be upgraded to
hard disk. We at Brother's Printing
Company were told that it could NOT
and we had to purchase a brand new,
complete (with manual) Hard Disk ver
sion for our Corvus. We have had no
problems but the Hard Disk version is
the old pre-version 4 release (no line
editing features, etc.) and no word
from our dealer and/or Stoneware if it
will ever be updated.

The final point which pemaps should
be included in each review is support
at the manufacturer level.

There has been NONE from Stone
ware. We have half a dozen letters on
file with requests for help in specific
problems and queries on product im
provement. We have even furnished
disks DISPLAYING the problems and
have yet to receive a note in reply.

We did, however, receive word from
the Sales Department when we in
quired about buying a set of backup
disks.



5v." SOFT SECTOR,
SS/SO/, II/HUB RINGS

$20.00 BOX Of 10
WE PAY SHIPPING

Apple Interface Board
I AdJUSQble /te'erenct

User Interface Module 2 8 Olamtl NO
I 4 Nlalog Inpul GentralOfS 3 8 Analog Inpuu
2 8 Dlgltallnpul Swirchts 4 8 Dlgftal InpuU
3 8 [)gItar OutpUt 1~lCators 5 8 Buffered Digllal OutpUU
4 l.Jsts 9-V Balttl'): No E.octtrnal 6 Gold Plated Cor1'l«tor Plugs

Po'o\.'tr Ji'l!'qlJlrtd imo 'it)ur~
S .J<Icks to User CirculU 7 Digital Buffer
6 Parallel Jack to Computer 8 Peripherallnlerface Adapler

fIiTCffE!!!E~'l~~2!E6rzTM
4860 East 345m Stref't • WiIIoughDy. Ohio 44094 • lUI 953-8414

.~ II ...~ ...--.d"'W'l'ea-. "'"

Input/Output Made Easy!
The pD-KXXl™ I/O System for Apple lIe simplifies
computer control. Software support allows control ot all
inputs and outputs using simple BASIC variable names.
System includes [\oW boards sho'Nr1. cables, 6o-page
manual and disk.

Special Introductory price 5299.

Thomas E. Monteleone
Baltimore MO

I am a recent subscriber to your magazine and I enjoy
it very much. I hope to see you publish some updated parms
lists (for Locksmith, Nibbles Away, etc.) though. It seems
like the same old programs are on all the lists I see.

I recendy purchased Essential Dala Duplicator (EDD) and
I can recommend it as being a very good copy system.
However, I have one major complaint: in what seems to be
and extremely hypocritical move, the manufacturers of EDO
have copy-protected their product! It is uncopyable by EOD,
Wildcard, and all the others. I bought EOO to be able to
make backup wor1<ing copies of my expensive software and
keep the originals in a safe place. The makers of EDO think
this is a great idea as long as you don't want to do it with
THEIR software.

And get this: the last page of the EOO manual lists, un·
der the heading of "Recommended Reading", none other
than Hardcore COMPUTIST. I have to give them credit.

Here's a backup tip for anybody who enjoys "Stellar 7"
as much as I do, but cannot manage a backup copy. I used
Wildcard (but any "copy card" will work) to create a copy
at the point in the run AFTER you have pushed the Space
Bar to "begin the mission' and the drive has stopped ru~

ning. Make this copy on the flip side of your floppy disk.
Then use EDD to make a copy of the entire disk on the cer·
tified side of your floppy. (EDD will not copy track 00, but
that's OK because Wildcard did.) To run your copy disk of
"Stellar 7", boot up with the flip side made from Wildcard.
Then when the drive stops running, turn the disk over to
the certified side made from EOD. When you finish Level
One (SOL), the program will access the disk and take you
to Level Two (ANTARES), and soon. The big problem with
"Stellar 7"is getting past the boot-protection but once you
do, it's a clean run.

EDD Again

Mr. Monteleone: There seem to be varying opinions about
the usefulness of EDD. However, virtually everyone we have
heard from has negative feelings concerning this product's
heavy copy protection.

We think the article on page 24 of this issue should be
of interest to you and a Jot of other people.

Thanks for the tips on SteJlar 7.

Mr. Kroege: Thank you for your response to our review of
Essential Data Duplicator. You make a goodcase for EDD's
strong points that our review seems to have overlooked.

We still feel, however, that EDD's poor documentation
limits ;rs value to the novice user snd that EOO's claim to
able to copy mOlt copy protected software is not justified.

For a comprehensive comparison of EOO and four other
popular bit copiers see PhHJip Romine's article, "Best of the
B;r Copiers: A Comparison" on page 27 of this issue.

2361 TEE DRIV
LAKE HAVASU CITY, AZ. 86..0

(602) 855-1S9
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RlADlRS' SOfTKlY ~ COpy lXCUANGl

Final notes: The code that you
changed at location $101 F takes out
the disk access in the game. The poke
statements at location 768 set up the
hi-scores as zero with no one's initials.

Good luck in finding the hints to the
puzzle (you didn't expect me to tell you
how to find them, did you??).

14) SAVE the Applesoft program

SAVE SPY STRIKES BAeK

FP

10 HIMEM:24576
20 OS - CHRS(4)
30 PRINT 0$;"MAXFllES1"
40 PRINT D$;"BlOAD SPY2"
5Il PflIN1 O$;"BlOAO SPY1"
6t) FOR I - (I to 14: POKE 768+1.32:

NEXT: FOR I 3< 15 to 254: POKE
768 + 1,0: NEXT

70 CAll 24576

9811<1'H.14HM

13) Create the following Applesoft
program:

12) Clear any Applesoft program in
memory

BSAVE SPY1.A51_,L5811

11) Re-enter BASIC

3D1G

9) eSAVE the first portion of code

BSAVE SPY2,AS6H',L53AH

10) eSAVE the second portion of code

MAXFILES1

l'lF:EA EA EA Soltkey 101'
Hayden Softwal'e
By noyd Ipllclalk

Heyden8" Suffolk St.
Lowell, MA 11853

Requirements:
Apple II + with 48K
Integer card or some means to RESET
in the monitor
One disk drive with DOS 3.3
OeMuffin Plus

8) Move the code saved in step 3 back A DOS 3.3 slave disk with a null HEL-
to $9600 LO program

Hardeore COMPUTIST nO.8

PR1f6

CALL ·151

6) Set MAXFILES to 1

5) Boot a 48K OOS 3.3 slave disk

7) Enter the monitor

PRNS

1) Boot the original disk The Spy
Strikes Back

This will wipe out memory from $800
to $BFFF with zeroes. This was the
method used to determine what areas
of memory The Spy Strikes Back used.
(I assumed that RWlS lived at it's nor
mal location of $B70e).

Now that we know where The Spy
lives, we must clear the way for a slave
disk boot. Recall that a slave disk does
not destroy memory from $9tlIl to
$95FF. Also recall that we do not have
to save the two hi-res pages (locations
$2000 to $5FFF) since the game re
draws these for us using the data at
$1800 to $lFFF. This means we can
move the code at $9600 to $9A00 to
$1 flIlI) so not to destroy it when we boot
our slave disk.

Another thing to consider is the disk
access in the game. I have done the
work for you and have found the loca
tions to change to remove this pesty
protection.

With these things in mind, the exact
procedure for backing-up The Spy
Strikes Back is as follows:

88':' N 8'1 < 8H.BFFFM

4) Bypass the disk access routines

l'H<9611.9AIIM

3) Move the code at $96fJ0.9A00 to
$1000 where it is safe during a slave
boot

2) Reset into the monitor when the
demo starts

Penguin Software
830 4th Ave.
Geneva, IL 60134
519.95
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Requirements:
48K Apple with old style
Fe monitor Rom
One disk drive with DOS 3.3
Initialized 48K DOS 3.3 slave disk
The Spy Strikes Back

Bacldaag-Vp The
Spy Strikes Back
.yCl.y .......n

Penguin Software has started what
I consider to be the best idea since
canned beer: inexpensive softwarellt
is at the point where backing up soft
ware is not really necessary since the
cost of Penguin's games are under 20
dollars! But there is a catch to The Spy
Strikes Back: Penguin has a contest in
which the first person in each state
who can solve their puzzle will win
$1CJII in software. This means
code snooping is a must (I'm lazy I
guess) and de-protection is along this
line.

Upon booting the Spy disk. I notice
that the boot is very short. It seems to
load only six or seven tracks before the
game starts. The game has some disk
access within it for hi-scores and the
like, and to discourage the WILD
CARD/REPLAY CARD crowd from
getting easy copies. After loading the
game and hitting RESET, I notice that
both hi-res pages are being used for
the graphics (therefore, no code exists
there). Keeping in mind the short load,
snoop through memory looking for a
starting location. The typical starting
location for a game that uses both hi
res pages is $800 or $6000. Sure
enough, a 6000G from monitor starts

. the game up with the disk spinning to
load the hi-scores. Further examina
tion of memory reveals that
$18fl0-$1FFF is the code to draw the
pictures for the demo and that the two
hi-res pages do not have to be saved.
Locations $6000 to $9AN seem to be
the actual code for the game.

Note: a good way to see what part
of memory is being used is to zero out
all of memory and then boot the pro
gram and see what is used. For exam
ple, from monitor type



ESSENTIAL OATA DUPLICATOR III·

,

Any of several original program disks
from Hayden

I have found that the following
procedure will work on a number of
releases from Hayden such as Shut·
tie Intercept, Alibi. Kamikaze. etc. Un
fortunately, this procedure will not wor1l;
on Sargon II or Sargon III.

The technique works because the
Hayden disks I mentioned use a 13
sector DOS that has been modified but
still has the normal routines intact and
in their proper locations. Demuffin Plus
is used to read the original disk with
the Hayden DOS and then write with
normal 3.3 DOS. If you don't already
have Demuffin Plus. see the box on
page 15 in this issue for instructions on
creating it.

t) INITialize one or more disks with a
"null" HELLO program

FP
INIT HELLO

2) Boot up with one of the Hayden
Disks

PRN6

3) As soon as Applesoft prompt (]) ap
pears on the screen, hit RESET to
enler the monitor.

4) To test if this technique will work on
your disk. do a call to the CATALOG
entry point

A56EG

If a CATALOG is displayed. then this
technique should work for the disk in
question.

5) Now move the Hayden RWTS out
of the way so it is not destroyed when
normal DOS is booted

6'H<B8H.BFFFM

6) Next. boot up with one of the disks
INITialized in step 1

6~P

position so that Oemuffin Plus can uti
lize it

B8H < 61".67FFM

10) Start execution of Demuffin Plus

8'3G

11) Transfer all the files from the origi
nal disk to an initialized 3.3 disk using
the wildcard character (" = "). The
HELLO file on the 3.3 disk should be
replaced with the HELLO file from the
Hayden disk.

The above technique not only works
on the Hayden disks but also on a
number of other disks which display an
Applesoft prompt when booting. It is
not always quite so easy as with the
Hayden disks however, as nibble
counts and/or other protection some
times need to be eliminated.

How to Copy
Apple LOGO
By lbua. Rac"'l Gygi

Apple Logo
Logo Computer Systems
Apple Computer

2'525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95114
$175.00

Requirements:
Apple II + with 64K RAM
One disk drive with DOS 3.3
A sector editor such as Disk Edit
A Bit Copy program such as Locksmith
or Copy 11+
One blank disk

How is Apple LOGO
Protected?

Apple LOGO is copy protected by
writing track $1 in a non-standard for
mat. A nibble count technique is used
on this track with a fixed number of
$FFs being written between $06. If a
copy is made and the number of $FFs
between $06s on track $1 is not the
same as on the original disk, then the
copy will not work. Track $1 on the dis
tributed disk has the following format:

Number of Bytes Value

1 $06
124 $FF

1 $06
132 $FF

1 $D6
Rest of Track $FF

Continued on IJIlgt 15

""" on 4.~"
II pion, lIP. or III~
1K'Qtl~1_10I'2

n_

7) Load, but do not run, Demuffin Plus

BLOAO OEMUFFIN PLUS

8) Enter the monitor

CALL -151

9) Move the Hayden AWlS back into

• EOO rarely~s para~t~rchanging
• Automatically finds the beginning of each track
• Uollk~ aoy at d1e Copycards. ECC backs up d1e entire disk.

oat just wtIat is '0 rt1rmoty
• ..-.cOJrately finds "auto-sync" bytes al'ld their lengths
• cao copy J(, al'ld 'l4 tracks

10 OWE!( 0/1~ MOf!£ INI'QAAMllON. CIIU (10712~7-24:ZO

UTILICO MICRQWARE 3377 SOlano AVIJ Su;Ie-3S2. Napa. CA 94SS6
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CATALOG

prolog vol trek sectr chk epilog

DSAAili Ixxvvl xxvvlxxvvlxxyvjDEAAEB

Well, we get disappointed with a SYN
TAX ERROR. The conclusion we can
draw from this is that someone at Atari
was thinking enough to change the
DOS commands from the normal ones
(they probably used DOS BOSS from
Beagle Brothers, no dOUbt).

So the next thing to do is to boot a
normal DOS 3.3 disk and then put the
Robotron disk in a drive. Now try typing

This exercise provides us with the re
warding message "1/0 ERROR". This
is to be expected. Atari has made the
disk uncopyable by changing the epi
logue bytes on the disk from DE AA EB
to a perverted DE AB FE. This can be
seen by using the nibble read com
mands from either THE INSPECTOR
from Omega Software or NIBBLES
AWAY II (if you don't have either of
these fine utilities, don't worry about it).

For those of you who don't know
what "epilogue bytes" are, I will dis
cuss it here for you....

First we must discuss the formatting
of a DOS 3.3 disk. Every normal DOS
3.3 disk has 35 tracks (0 through 34)
and 16 sectors (tl through 15). How the
tracks are located on the disk is hard
ware dependent, but how the sectors
are located is software dependent,
hence the name "soft sectored".
Since software determines the sector
ing, it was easy for Apple to change
from 13 sector format to 16 sector for·
mat back in 1981. With this con
venience it is easy to protect the Apple
disk format. For DOS to find the sec
tor it is looking for, it must rely on some
road markers. Every sector has what
is called an "Address field". The ad
dress field is a unique set of bytes on
every sector that lets DOS know the
current disk VOlume, track, and sector
number. It also has a checksum byte
to determine if some damage has oc
curred to the sector making it unread
able. The unique set of bytes that
represent the address field are format·
ted as such:

So naturally, the next thing to do is
10 type

CATALOG

This will prevent the basic HELLO pro
gram from running after DOS is load
ed on a conventional DOS 3.3 disk. If
you try this on Robotron, you will find
the same thing...the computer beeps,
the drive stops spinning and you are
placed in APPLESOFT. You may now
list the BASIC program with the com
mand LIST. This reveals a one line
program that reads:

From this program we now know
there must be a catalog track, since we
can see that some DOS command is
used (called BN) to run the file ROBO·
TRON. We know that BN is some kind Whenever DOS sees the unique set
of DOS command because it is of bytes 05 AA 96, it knows the
preceeded by a CHR$(4). above information follows. Similarly,

Hardcore COMPUTIST nO.8

CTRl.C

10 HOME: CLEAR: PRINT
CHRS(4J;"BNROBOTRON"

from prying eyes, especially since
copy protection has evolved so far on
the Apple....

Atari uses a sllghtly modified DOS.
This is evident from the conventional
boot sounds and the appearance of an
APPLESOFT cursor at the bottom left
of the screen when booting the disk.

Just for fun, after booting the disk,
type

Atari is cenainly a name that every
one is familiar with when it comes to
video games. Atari has successfully
marketed other company's games (af
ter buying the rights, of course) for
many home and personal computers.
And finally, they have started market
ing games for the Apple.

This is good for us, the Apple users,
since now we can enjoy many of the.
favorite arcade games on our Apples.
Atari has also blessed us with weak
copy protection, making most of the
new Atart releases easily copyable.

Case in point: Robotron. Robotron
2084 is the best implementation of the
William's arcade game I have seen for
the Apple. My hat Is off to the author
of the Apple version, whoever it is (for
some reason Atari leaves the author's
name out of the gamel?). But even
though the game is well done, not
much time was put into protecting it

Page 8

A1arlsoft
1265 Barregas Ave.
Box 427
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
$34.95

REQUIREMENTS:
Apple II, 11+. or lie with 48K and at
least one DOS 3.3 disk drive.
One blank disk
DOS 3.3 System Master disk
ROBOTRON from Atarisoft

De-Procectllns
Robotron
By Clay Harrell
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there is a "Data field". II has its own
set of unique bytes to alert DOS to its
whereabouts:

Whenever DOS sees the unique set
of bytes 05 AA AD. it knows that a pro
gram or some kind of data follows. This
information is on every sector of a nor·
mal DOS 3.3 disk.

If anyone of the prologue bytes are
changed. normaJ DOS would not be
able to locate the Address or Data
fields and an I/O error would result.

If the epilogue bytes are not what
they should be, an 110 error will result.
This is not due to their uniqueness,
since DOS will read whatever two
bytes follow the information fields and
use them for verification.

Therefore, two easy things to do in
protection are to alter the Address field
andlor the Data field prologue bytes,
and alter the protected DOS accord
ingly to locate these unique bytes. Now
normal DOS cannot find the Address
field, so it does not know what sector
it is trying to read. Or, it cannot read
the data field because it cannot find
the unique set of bytes that designates
the data. So COPYA will not copy the
protected disk.

Atari has just changed the epilogue
bytes. This is a minor change since
normal DOS can still find the address
field (so it knows what sector it is look
ing at) and the data field (so it knows
where the data is), but you still get an
lID error since the epilogue bytes are
not what DOS 3.3 expects to find.

To read the disk from normal DOS,
we must defeat the routine that detects
errors. If we do this, we will not get an
1/0 ERROR and we will be able to read

prolog chk

05 U AO I PROGR.. DAr..., fTC. Ixx
epilog

lDEAAEB

the disk from normal DOS 3.3. The
routine that does this lives at $8942.
If an error exists, the carry byte is set
and DOS says "bad boy" and scolds
you with an lID error. A change at lo
cation $8942 from $38(SEC) to
$18(CLC) will clear the 110 ERROR
problem!

Now we may catalog the Robotron
disk. Upon doing this, we find two files
RUNNER and R060TRON. RUNNER
is the hello program and is unneeded
(and also unusable without modifica
tion since Atari has changed the DOS
commands as follows: CATALOG has
been removed. BLOAO is BO. BRUN
is BN.). So get out FlO from your DOS
3.3 System Master and

6RUN FlO

Now transfer the file ROBOTRON to a
normal DOS 3.3 disk and you're all
done!

To re-cap the instructions used to
deprotect Robolron:

1) Boot normal DOS 3.3

2) Initialize a disk with normal DOS 3.3
by typing:

FP
INIT HELLO

3) To enter the monitor, type:

CALL·151

4) Change the error detection routine
by typing:

6942:18

5) Insert your DOS 3.3 System Master
into a drive and type:

Hardcore COMPUTIST nO.8

6RUN FlO

6) Use FlO to transfer the file ROBO
TRON from the original Robotron disk
to your freshly initialized DOS 3.3 disk.

7) BRUN the file ROBOTRON on your
normal DOS 3.3 disk to play Aobotron.

fOR SERIOUS COLLECTORS

CoinMasstore
StampMasstore

Masstore Collector
FOT Apple· n. 11+, lIe and eompalibtu

DOS 3.3 - 48K RAM· I Disk Drive
The "Masal.O"," ..,..... for Coin Collecling. Stamp
Colleclinc and Cen<:'raJ ColJe<:Ulblu (i.a. bnebel!
card•. ete.) providu a quick. con~enient and
emdenl way to llUInage collectiona. The.. UAer
friendly. menu driven Pl"OiTal\lA require no sdd!
lional pro8'"lUllming. Feature. include:
• Stort aDd..an coll«tion. by dawmlnt marl<. Scot!

nwnb<!<. denornination. counlr)'••«,_
• UHr dPllnobJ.. pnntoma.
• W..", lnnn~. E"a!uation" Priu litu.
• U "«>ndll'OnlpadU" for aach~bk
• Autornallt lnaen. Deleu, Rev!w and ~'ind fGOdeo.
• Up to 100~ PM ......t .... disk-top)"AA

for ",diuowol~
• Sll.......n•• total~~aluH.
• Refere_ .-.luu eully dla 'O'
• Compltt.e ';lb oampIP collaeI......
• StampMuaun " w-..... CollKulr eomplnot

..,Ib priIlubit~ IlItoriak
In Additioa C.....\t_ at.

• Ell_eo and di.spb).. Nt................. for liP to
81 ""'" crada (fillO'r-l to .\IS-70, Proof·110 to
Proof.70).

• Cal~ aDd. pnnta .,.. bvllIooI .-..-.
• lndudn de~ ,~p"by-_p ......at
• Intt..te. .......~ LincoID C.... dauo bN&.

CoUlMaaator. • $.59
SkUIlpMl>Nton!.t "'....ton CoI.l«fw- $49_

,01",._-$88 AU~"J21(Cldil I'S ...~

SeD<! check OT mon~ emle. to:

So{tShoe EnterprUte8
IQUi Kill Amn. Sill. 202

"!lUll, CIIIlIfiII iQ6Q4
PhIl: 213-"4-&541

'Ap)l!t lltU"'/ll...1.....Ad ,rad.......~. ofApplte-"",.. I...
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BREAKING WINDOWS:
Softkey Fol' Legacy Of Llylgamyn

BV Jim Kaiser
Sir-Tech Software Inc.
6 Main Street
Ogdensburg, N.Y. 13669
(315) 393·6633
539.95

Requirements:
Apple II, 11+, lie or compatible
Legacy of lIylgamyn disk
One disk drive
A Sector Editing Program, such as
Diskedit
COpyA from DOS 3.3 System Master
Disk
Two blank disks

Legacy of L1ylgamyn is the newest
Scenario in the Wizardry Series. After
trying to back up my original using the
softkey presented in Hardcore COM·
PUTIST #4 and not succeeding, I set
out to do it myself. The program uses
what Sir-Tech calls Window Wizardry,
a technique they probably implement
ed upon seeing a LISA computer in ac
lion. I liked the "window" concept so
much that I purchased legacy of L1yl
gamyn as soon as it came out.

Both sides of Legacy of L1ylgamyn
can be copied with COPYA if DOS is
patched so that any errors encoun
tered when reading or writing are ig-

nored. The COPYA version 01 the boot
side (side B) needs a sector edit per
formed on it so that the routine to
check for a non-original disk is circum
vented. This routine is on Track $1A,
sector $0C of the boot side. The
scenario disk (side A) is unprotected
and the COPYA version of it will work
just fine.

The step-by-step method for
backing-up Legacy of Uylgamyn is
presented below.

Breaking Windows
1) Get out your DOS 3.3 Sytem Master
disk and run COPYA

RUN COPYA

2) After the drive has stopped, halt the
program

3) Prevent COPYA from reloading
COPY.OBJ0 by deleting line 70

71

4) Enter the monitor

CALL·151

5) Patch DOS so that any Read or
Write errors are ignored

87CI:18

6) Return to Applesoft

30lG
7) Run the program

RUN

8) Copy both sides of the original Lega
cy of L1ylgamyn disk.

9) After you have copied both sides,
put the original disk away in a safe
place.

10) Run your sector editing program on
the backup copy.

11) Read Track $1A, Sector $0C: of the
boot disk (side B)

12) Start editing at byte $15, entering
the following bytes

0016 EA AD 20 00CE FB 00 00 F8
AD DE 00 A9 01 48 A5 01 48 A5 00
48 60 A9 00 F0 FD

13) Write the sector back to the disk.

14) To remove the serial number, edit
Track 0, Sector 5, bytes $01 through
$06, changing all these bytes to 00's

000000000000

15) Write this sector back to the disk.

The scenario side (side A) is not pro
tected on The Legacy of L1ylgamyn, so
no modifications to the scenario side
of the disk are needed. You should
now have a working copy and, by the
way, you have to write-protect both
sides of this disk. The only difference
between the master scenario and the
duplicate is that the master is write
protected, and the duplicate is not.

This disk is now copyable with COP
YA or any standard copy program.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST: I was
bothered and didn't like to always have
to switch disks for the scenario, just to
enter the master disk, and then the
duplicate. So, I set out to find how I
could modify the disk so that I could
enter the duplicate without a write
protect tab over the hole and still be
able to have the program not give the
dreaded "NOT A MASTER DISK" er
ror. To make this modification, you
should edit Track 6, Sector A, Byte 73,
Change it from a CB to a C3. You no
longer have to put in the master and
then, the duplicate. Just enter the
duplicate and enter < RETURN>
twice. Now, if I could just figure out
how to pronounce "Uylgamyn".
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4DVlNTURl TIPS
Ulysses and
The Golden Fleece
Sierra On·L1ne Systems
Be polite to royalty.
Guards can usually be bribed.
It is hard to sail anywhere without first
"casting off".

Death in the Caribbean
Mlcrolab
look for writing on the cannon.
A life belt is useless if you are not wear·
ing it.
The ghost likes to hide things where
the dead people hang out.

Zark I
In'ocom Inc.
Hang on to the garlic because it will
come in handy.
To stop the echo, say it.
Pray at the alter.
Keep a map of the coal mine.

4DVlNTURl TIPS
Zark II
In'acom Inc.
The answer to the riddle is a very deep
one.
Combining the brick and the string will
give you a big charge.
Robots can do some things humans
cannot.
• Lead the dragon into the ice room.
• When you reach the crypt, you've
almost solved it. Just douse your
lantern.

Gruds In Space
SIrlu8
" Stealing can sometimes be benefi
cial, especially when Gruds are
around.
" Vandalism is perfectly acceptable in
Gruddian (Gruddish?) society.
" Lords like shiny objects (especially
coinsl)

Enchanter
Infocom Inc.
" After sleeping, examine the four
poster for hidden scrolls.

4DVlNTURl TIPS
" Turtles can get through machinery
safely when they have been speeded
up magically.

Infidel
Infocom Inc.
• To get the mast, examine it closely
beneath the deck.
• To avoid being swept away by the
sand, put the mast in the holes and
stand on it.
• To get the scarab, add items to the
silver chalice until it is equal in weight
to the golden chalice.

Serpent's Star
Ultra80ft
• Western Explorers enjoy drinks. The
more, the better.
" Monks often reward foreigners who
honor their gods with tea.

" Contributed by Chri8 W. Cowell

Complete, Commented Source Code!
Our software is not only unlocked and fully copvable .

... \'ve often proviae the complete source code on disk, at unbelievable prices!
S-C Macro Assembler. The key to unlOCking all the S·C Docu-Mentorfor Applesoft. Complete documenta-
mysteries of machine language. Combined editor! tion of Applesoft internals. Using your ROM Applesaft.
assembler wiih 29 commands. 20 directives. Macros. produces ready-to-assemble source code with full
conditional assembly. global replace, edit. and morc. labeT's and comments. Educational. entertaming. and
Highest rating "The Book of Apple Software" in 1983 extremely helpful. Requires SoC Macro Assembler and
and 1964. $60. two disk drives. $50.

,

Powerful cross-assembler modules also available to
owners of S-C Macro Assembler. You can develop soft
ware on your Apple for 6800. 6805. 6809. 68000. 6085.
8046,8051,1802. LSI-l1, and z-ao microprocessors.
$50 each.

S·C Xref. A support program whJch works with the S·C
Macro Assembler to generate an alphabetized listing of
all labels in a source file. showing with each label the
the line number where it is defined along with all line
numbers containing references to the label. You get the
complete source code for this amazingly fast program.
on disk in format for SoC Macro Assembler. $50.

Full Screen Editor. Integrates with the buill-in line
oriented editor in the SoC Macro Assembler to provide
a powerful full-screen editor for your assembly lan
guage source files. Drivers for Videx. $TB60. and Apple
lie aO-column boards are included. as weH as standard
40-column version. Requires 64K RAM in your Apple.
Complete source code on disk included. $50.

S·C Word Processor. The one we use for manuals,
letters, our monthly newsletter, and whatever. 40
columns only. requires lower-case displa~' and shlftkey
mod. Works with standard DOS text files. but at super
fast (100 sectors in 7 seconds). No competition to
WordStar. but you get complete source code! $50.

Apple Assembly Line. /I.·fanthly newsletter published
since October, 1980, fOT assembly language pro
grammers or those who would like to be. Tutorial ilrti
des, advanced techniques. handy utility programs.
and commented listings of code in DOS. ProOOS. and
the Apple ROMs. Helps you get the most out of your
Apple! $18/year.

SAC SOFTWARE CORPORATION
2331 Gus Thomasson, Suite 125
Dallas, TX 75228 (214) 324-2050

Professional Apple SoftWare Since 1978
Yin. Mas~.rd.AmefiCan &preu, coo a.;cotpled
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THE ARTIST
Sierra On-line
Sierra On-Line Bldg
Coarsegold, CA 93614
579.95

Requirements:
Apple 11 + lite, 48K
At least one disk drive
THE ARTIST master disk
A blank disk
FlO or COPYA

THE ARTIST is the graphics pack
age used to develop some of Sierra
On-Une's biggest selling games, such
as CROSSFIRE and MOUSKATTACK.
That is what the introduction to the pro
gram claims and after using the pack
age for quite aWhile, I can believe it.
It contains two separate but compati
ble screen drawing routines, a zoom
lens type bit editor, a 21..color fill rou
tine, shape table construction and edi
lor utilities, and some nifty high speed
byte shape design and move routines.
All in all. an exceptional set of graph
ics tools.

The problem, as with all of Sierra
On-line's programs, is that it's copy
protected. The copy protection
scheme is similar to the one outlined
by Dan Price in the SCREENWRITER
11 Softkey in Hardcore COMPUTIST
No.6. The program uses direct disk

access to check the format of the disk
tracks for embedded keys. If the keys
are not present, it clears memory and
reboots the disk. The program is other
wise pretty much box-stock DOS 3.3
and can be easily copied using FlO or
COPYA from the DOS System Master
disk.

I jumped into the project of de
protecting the disk after reading Mr.
Price's softkey, feeling confident that
in a short time I would have identified
the sub-routine that checked the disk,
bypassed it, and have a "clean" un
protected copy. Eight hours later I was
no closer to a copy and much more
frustrated. I took a break from the com·
puter and skimmed through my back
issues of HARDCORE COMPUTIST
looking for a hint or clue that might aid
me in "cracking" this code.

In Ray Darrah's article on boot code
tracing PEST PATROL in Hardcore
COMPUTIST no. 4, I found a discus
sion of concealed code and disguised
jumps in machine language programs.
This "turned on a light" and I returned
to the project with new optimism. Two
hours later I had my unprotected copy!
Once discovered, the procedure is
(naturally!) simple and can be done in
fifteen minutes. Before outlining the
procedure I would Irke to explain the
protection scheme more fully in hopes
of aiding other enterprising hackers

and maybe saving them hours of time.
Those of you not interested in the
procedures used to break the copy
protection can skip to the fix on the
next page.

The copy protection method used on
THE ARTIST is similar to the one used
on SCREENWRITER II, but the author
of the program not only uses con·
cealed jumps and stack manipulation
to hide return addresses, he has a par
ticularly sneaky portion of code that ac
tually rewrites itself before it checks
the disk, and then rewrites itself after
it's done to conceal its existence.

After much experimentation, I isolat
ed the disk checking routine to a range
of code in the main menu program.
This code plays some tricks with
branch instructions and forces
branches to what seems to be the mid
dle of other valid instructions. It push
es addresses on the stack and
executes a machine language return
to jump to those addresses, etc. This
kind of code has become pretty stan
dard in copy and code protection but
is frustrating, nonetheless.

After digging through this mess r
came to a section of code that seemed
to make no sense whatsoever and
ended by jumping to an area of
memory that I knew contained no pro
gram codell started inserting breaks
in the code to try and isolate the

Page 12 Hardcore COMPUTIST no.8



offending section and, BINGO!! I found a short section of
disguised code that actually rewrote successive bytes of
the program! This type of protection was new to me and
may serve to illustrate further the possibilities available to
machine code programmers in code manipulation,

The program loads the Y register with a value of $29,
indexes to an address $29 bytes away from itself, and per
forms an exclusive "OR" operation (EOR) with a value of
$8A on the code at this new location.

This transforms a seemingly meaningless section of code
to a detailed byte check of the tracks on the disk and checks
for the embedded keys, If the proper format keys are not
found, it clears memory and reboots the disk, If it finds the
proper keys, it rewrites itself and returns to the main sec
lion of codel! Once I got this far in the analysis the fix be
came obvious and extremely simple.

THE FIX:
In order to remove this protection it is necessary to first

copy the disk with either the COPYA or the FlO programs.
THE ARTIST master disk uses a binary HELLO program,
so if you use FlO to copy the programs, you must either
INIT your blank disk to BRUN the HELLO program (as out
lined in the Softkey for SCREENWRITER) or use a DOS
utility, such as PRONTO OOS, to change the disk boot pro
gram. Using a modified DOS like PRONTO DOS also will
noticeably speed up program disk access and the loading
and saving of hi-res pictures.

Once you have prepared your new program disk and it
contains aU the files from the original master disk, follow
the series of steps listed below:

1. Boot up a normal DOS 3,3 disk

PR#6

2, Insert the copy of The Artist in your disk drive,

3. Unlock the MAIN MENU program so it can be modified

UNLOCK MAIN MENU

4. 8LOAO the MAIN MENU program

BLOAD MAIN MENU

6. Enter the monitor

CALL -151

5. Modify address $4257 from $8A to $57 and address
$4662 from $B9 to $60

4257:57
4662:61

6. Save the modified MAIN MENU program

BSAVE MAIN MENU,AS41H,LS4D

7. Finally, relock the now modified program

LOCK MAIN MENU

eEEP\ VOERROR?
<

OH Shhhh-

YOU NEED THE
Now the fun begins! With the
CIA (Conlldentiallnformatlon
AdVisors) on the trail of your
disks. fixing those I/O ERROHS IS really funl But repalrmg
clobberred disks quickly and easlly is actually just the
beginnmg. The CIA IS a collection of five advanced disk utilit.es,
working tOgether to Investigate, edit, locate, list, trace, rescue,
translate. pillch, repair. verify. examifle. protect. unprotect,
analyse encrypt and decrypt programs or te)(tflle5 On normal
and even protected diSks, be they DOS, PASCAL, Of CPM\ As
you can see this IS no ordinary bag 01 tricks' It IS, in fact a new
generation disk utility that goes fa, beyond anything else
offered ~ lar,
But best of all, you don't have to be a member 01 the Glazed Eye
Brigade to make !ull use of ever'lone of these sophisticated and
unique features We include a copy of the top seCTel 'CtA Flies',
a t20 page easy to follow, hand holding tutorial about the Apple
(R) disk and the I,ve CIA utilities. Everything you need to Know
about dIsk patching, repair, formatting, protection, and
enCOdIng IS explained In plalfl English!

We're belting that withlfl a few days of receiving the CIA KIt.
you'll be TRYING to clobber a disk - lust to have the fun of
putting it back togetherl You'll enjoy a new conlldence With
your data storage

To get ALL FIVE utilities PLUS 'The CIA Files', for use WIth
Apple (R) 1I+lIIe, 48K, 1 or 2 drives Send 165.00 Money Order

IChecks. ellow time to cle.! I NOT copy
c,,,,,,c..,d''''''O«''''''' PROTECTED

58181 aept., HC8 GOLOEN DELICIOUS SOFTWARE Lro"
350 Fiffh Avenue, Suite 3308, New Yotio;, NY 10001.

AlternativelY,if you used COPYA to copy the disk, the
changes can be made directly to the disk with a sector edi
tor. On my copy of The Artist, the first change to make was
at Track $05, Sector $0C, Byte $58. I changed this byte
from $eA to $57. The second change is at Track $05, Sec
lor $08, Byte $66. This byte needs to be changed from $89
10 $60. This probably won't work on a FlO copy because
the sector allocation may be different.

THAT'S IT!! You now have a copy of THE ARTIST that
is unprotected and copyable with any DOS copy programI.,
APT'S4PT'sAPT'SAPT'sAPT's
Miner 2149'er
Contributed by
Den Rosenburg and Paul Anderson

The following is an easier method of entering Miner
2049'er on any level than the one that was printed in
Hardcore COMPUTIST no. 7.

1) When the game asks "HOW MANY PLAYERS?",
type 1/ and a number corresponding to the level (1-9 or
o for level 10) you wish to start on.
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So'ekey For
D.e•••ceory
Version 5.0
By L.S. Davis

The Data Factory
Micro Lab
2699 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park, IL 61835
S318.18

Requirements:
48K Apple It Plus or equivalent
Two blank disks
DeMuff!n Plus

like most of us, I try to follow the
Golden Rule: back-Up thy disks. I did
just that with Data Factory VeL 5.0 us
Ing Locksmith 4.1. I followed the
Perms carefully, read the notes and
yes, it works. However, to use the bit
copy of The Data Factory you must:

1) Boot the disk

2) Open disk drive door and press
RESET when the computer starts to
beep repeatedly

3) Close door and press RESET when
the computer prints "BREAK IN 5"

4) Use the program

This procedure sounds simple and
works well, but that irritating beeping
noise causes wives to yell, dogs to
howl and nerves to be on edge. What
a pain. I just wanted a copy, not
problems! Why did this disk act this
way? Having read Hardcore COM
PUTIST from issue no. 1, I thought
maybe the answer would be in there.
SO... to the books.

Finding lots of good hints and ideas,
I began. The first thing I saw when I
booted the copy was "Break in 5". Ap
plesoft, I hoped. Articles in Hardcore
had mentioned using OEMUFFIN
PLUS, so I thought maybe I could
OeMuffin the files over to normal DOS.
I tried this, but had no luck. The pro
gram did try to work, but came up in
stead with the infamous I/O Error.
Back to Hardcore for more reading.

Finding several articles which
referred to reducing error checks on
copying, I began again. I looked
through a book titled "What's Where
In The Apple", and found an area of
code that looked promising.

In a 48K Apple with DOS 3.3 boot
ed, the code at $B80C to $B943 is a
routine which reads in a sector of data
from the disk. If any READ errors are

encountered, the 85fQ's carry bit is set
and the "110 ERROR" message is
printed. At $B942 Is the instruction
which sets the carry bit (SEC, op code
$38), so if this instruction is changed
from SEC to CLC (CLear carry, op
code $18) then any READ errors will
be ignored. Hopefully, making this
change would solve my problem.

I booted the System Master to clear
the trash already in memory and made
a Call -151, entered B942:18 (like I
knew what I was doing!) and placed my
disk with OEMUFFIN PLUS in the
drive. I typed BRUN DEMUFFIN
PLUS, then placed the copy of The
Data Factory in the drive, and WOW!
No 110 Errors. It read the diskl Just
luck? I wondered.

So, I turned off the machine and
started over. I initialized two disks with
just a Hello program and made one
copy of each Data Factory disk using
the following steps:

1) Boot System Master

PR#6

2) Clear the BASIC program in
memory

FP

Know where your head is, at all times,
with TRAK STAR constant digital readout

3) Initialize two disks with TDF as the
boot file

INIT TDF

4) Enter the monitor

Call ·151

5) Change the instruction at $B942
from SEC (S38) to CLC (S t 6) so thaf
any READ er.rors are ignored

6) Re-enter BASIC

3D8G

7) Place copy of DeMuffin Plus in drive
and get up and running

Note: See the box on page 15 for in
structions on creating OEMUFFIN
PLUS

BRUN DEMUFFIN PLUS

8) There are two Data Factory disks:
one Report, one Utility. OeMuffin all
the files on each to a disk formatted in
step 2 above, using the "Wildcard" opo

Hardeore COMPUTIST no.8

FREE INTRODUCTORY
BONUS with purchase

of Trok Slor
• Trait Star disk canlalns patching

software.
• Simple·to·aperate, menu·drlven
Trak Star software automatically
repairs a bod track without
requiring technical expertise.

gg~:i"._
QI'\d~ <:f>OTQ<>

Forllgn Ilnn"1 & hlodllng $8.00.
Adopter required /Of 2<lrive systems; 5\2

Do¢<.lIT)Ell1!aHon only 53
f«IlundobI6 wlth pulc/'lOle of Trak Star

Personol checl<:s. M.O.
~ Visa 0fId Moslercard

~~~~~~!W1W Mi~r~,~y,!!~2~S
Overland Park. KS 66212

• Saves copying lime
• For nibble programs
+ 1M:;loo with nibblecOPY progroms 10 display

tfooo Qfrd hgtt-lrocl<.s Ihollt1<.l P'0Qi"00' occesses.

+ Operoles with ony Apola'''..x>mpOtible PlOQrOf'fl
+ save Hmebycopylng~lhelrOCl<SbelngtJlEld

+ {);splal" up 10 60 trocks ond ha~-tfQCh;

• compotiblewith high dllnsily d~ves,

+ tt~prOQlomctoesn1 run. T,okSTor olspIays
trock Ioberecopied

+Compocl size permits placement O/'ltop or
disk drive.

+ Doe, not u~ 0 slOI In lheApple" computer,
+ for Apptet t 11+ and lie
ilpplec .. " '''II'>le".d ~O<l9mOrk 01~ CO<fll:l<ll<l1 J'lC
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tion (IE). Replace the file called TOF
on both disks.

9) When you have finished copying
both disks, reboot with a normal 3.3
disk

PR#6

Both of your DeMuffined disks are
standard 3.3 DOS and are "copya
ble". However, on each disk is a file
TDF. This file on each disk contains
Line 5 which reads: 5 PRINT CHR$ (4)
"BRUN READER, A$8EfI0". This file
contains the code which causes that
obnoxious beeping. All we have to do
is change the boot program (TOF) so
that it does not load and execute this
code.

1tI) Load the Applesoft file TOF, delete
line 5 and then reSAVE TOF

LOAD TOF
5
SAVE TOF

You should do this to both disks. If you
want to, you can also delete the file
READER which is not used after you
delete Line 5 in TDF.

In order to prevent a reboot if
RESET is pressed, the binary file AM
PER FACTORY.OBJ0 needs to be
modified.

11) Load the AM PER FACTORY.OBJ0
file into memory (it loads at $8240)

BLOAO Amper Factory.OBJ'

12) Enter the monitor

CALL -151

13) Change the instrucions at $8340
from JMP $C600 (reboot the disk) to
three NOP's

8341, EA EA EA

14) Return to BASIC

3D1G

15) Save the modified code

SAVE Amper Factory.OBJI,
AS8241,LS1315

and have not yet found any problems.
I hope you have as much fun using this
softkey as I had making it. You may no
tice that I worked from the copy of the
original, not the original. This is much
safer. That's another of the Golden
Rules I like to follow: never use the
original disk to make changes.

How to Create
DEMUFFIN PLUS

1) Boot DOS 3.3 Master to load In·
teger BASIC

2) Enter the other BASIC

liNT

3) Load the MUFFIN program

> BLOAD MUFFIN

4) Enter the monitor

>CALL·151

5) Initialize the Programmers Aid
relocation feature

·D405G

6) Tell the monitor what is being
moved and where It is going

"1900<B800.BFFF CTRty

7) Relocate the first chunk of code

"1900<B800.BA10 CTRly

8) Move the data segment

·.8C57M

9) Relocate the rest of the code

~ .BFFF WILy

10) Make the following modifica
tions to MUFFIN and the relocated
RWTS subroutine

·1155,001E
·'158:0903
·'197,AO 20
·'5AO,AO 02 C5 03 cg C4 C5 CE
• 15A8,04 AO C4 AE CF AE 03 AE
·,5F7,C4 C5
·20AO,A9 IE 80 89 87 20 FO AA
·20A8,48 A9 BO 80 B9 B7 68 60

11) Save this new code

• BSAVE OEMUFFIN PLUS,
AS803,LSI900

Continued from page 7

The logic to read and analyze track
$1 is in the second boot load ,track $0,
sector $0A, which ultimately resides in
memory at $4000-S40FF. There are
two constants equal to the number of
sync bytes (SFFs) between the three
$D6s and these are loaded into
memory locations $40C0 (124 or $7C)
and $40CE (132 or $84). These are lo
cations $7C and $70 on track $0, sec·
tor $0A.

Unlocking the Turtle

The technique for copying Apple
Logo involves making a sector edit to
a bit copy so that the code to seek and
read track $1 is disabled. The neces
sary steps are outlined below.

1) Use a bit copier, such as Lock·
smith 4.1 or Nibbles Away. to copy
tracks $~$22 with no parameter
changes. An error on track $1 is OK.

2) Use a sector editing program such
as Disk Edit or ZAP from Bag of Tricks
to make the following changes to the
copied disk.

Trk Set Byte From To

0 $A $13 $20 $EA
0 $A $14 $00 $EA
0 $A $15 $30 $EA
0 $A $22 $80 $4C
0 $A $23 SSC $55
0 $A $24 $C0 $40
0 $A $79 $4C $EA
0 $A $7A $00 $EA
0 $A $78 $Ca $EA

Don't forget to write the sector back to
the disk.

The first set of changes at $13-$15
eliminates (NOP) the branch to Logo's
RWTS at $3000 which seeks track $1.
The changes at $22-$23 cause a
branch around the code which reads
track $1 and the final changes at
$79-$7B eliminate (NOP) the branch
which would be taken if the nibble
count is not correct.

The resulting disk can now be c0
pied with any bit copier and Apple
Logo will run because it now complet&
Iy ignores whatever is on track $1.

The disk will now boot and wol1l; just
like the original, except that you can
now hit RESET without the disk reo
booting.

I have run the de-proteeted copies
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COIEFl1lllCOREl'ILEllCORJ:I'IIDCOIEFlLEICORJ:I1LIICORJ:F~IICORJ:F~IICORJ:FILIICORJ:FILIlCORJ:FILII

240 REM MOVE FIELD IN A DIRECTlO
N

250 POP: IF K$ < > "III AND K$ <
> "M" THEN 29fl

260 GOSUB 18fl:VT(F) = VT(f) + 01
: IF K$ : "I" THEN VT(FI : V
T(~ . TW: IF VT(F) < 3 THEN
VT(FI = 17

270 IF VT(F) > 17 THEN VT(F) = 3

2B0 VTAB VT(F): POKE 255.Z: CALL

SAVE HELLO.DB

Congratulations! You are now the
proud owner of the CORE Data Base
Management System. Knock 'em
dead!

The second fite. HELLO.DB, is the
file you RUN to invoke the entire sys
tem. Type in the listing and

COREFILERroRM
COIEFlLEICOIITILIICORJ:FILIlCORJ:FILIICORJ:I'IIDCORJ:FILIICOIIFILIlCOII!ILIICOIIFILIlCORJ:FILII

Z - Enters a secondary menu where 2(F) = HT{F) AND PRS(F) < >
you may delete the field you're work- ,tI. THEN 15fl
ing with or insert a field before the one 141' PRINT LEfTS (BFS,LN(F));: NORMAL

: RETURN
your working with. 150 PRINT LEFTS (PRS(F).LN{F));

: IF LN(~ > LEN (PRI(~) THEN
PRINT LEFTI (BFI.LN(F)· LEN

(PRS(~)):

161' NORMAL: RETURN
170 REM ERASE THE FIELD
180 VTAB VT(F): POKE 255.255: CALL

768: RETURN
190 REM MOVE FIELDS
200 VT(A) : VT(A • B):HT(A) : HT(

A + B):LNjA) = LN(A + B):PRS
(A) = PRS(A • B):H2(A) : H2(
A + B): RETURN

211' REM PRINT ALL THE FIELDS
221' X = Z: VTAB 3: HTAB 1: PRINT

SPC( GX);: VTAB 3: POKE 255
.Z: CALL 768: POKE 255,255: FOR
A = 3 TO 17: VTAB A

230 CALL 768: NEXT: FOR F = 01 TO
FO: GOSUB lfl0: NEXT: RETURN

C - Erases aU the fields and starts
over.

COREFILER Form Program
lfJ REM COREflLER FORM
20 REM
30 REM BY RAY DARRAH
40 REM
50 REM INITIAL RESEARCH
lijl REM BY DAVE THOMPSON
71' REM
8& GOTO 710
90 REM PRINT FIELD WE ARE WORKlN

G ON
100 GOSUB lBfl
111' HTAB HT(F): PRINT PRS{F);
120 If X THEN INVERSE
130 VTAB VT(FI: HTAB H2(~: IF H

SAVE COREFILER FORM

COREFILER FORM
Functions

A - Enters the add fields mode and
adds the field you are workIng with if
it hasn't been added before.

N - Allows you to view the order in
which the fields will be filled in by
COREFILER. "N" is also used to worn
with a previously added field.

ESC - Exits program.

L - Loads a previously saved
COREFILER configuration file to be
edited.

P - Names the current field byaHow
ing the entry of a prompt.

F - Changes the maximum number of
characters allowable for this field.

S - Saves alt of the added fields.

R - Assigns the fields new numbers
so that the first field is in the upper-left
position and the last field is in the
bottom-right position.

Next, you will be wondering how to
use it. Here's how:

Requirements:
Apple ][ Plus with 48K RAM
One disk drive

Now that you've finally finished key
ing in COREFILER, here are the two
remaining files in the CORE Database
Management System.

The largest, COREFILER FORM, is
a program that creates configuration
files for COREFILER (that mysterious
file it asks for when you RUN it).

In order to use COREFllER, you
must first use COAEFILER FORM to
set up a tile that tells COREFILER
what type of information you wish to
record (ex. mailing list, Samurai
swords or panty hose).

Once you type it in (and check it with
checksoft) you should save it with:

I,J,K,M • These keys move the field
you are currently worning on in one of
the four escape directions.

The COREFILER
FORMatter
By Ray Darrah

I
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0: PRINT "CURRENT lENGTH=>"L
N(F): PRINT: PRINT "MAXIMUM
LENGTH=> "X

926 PRINT: PRINT "NEW LENGTH=>"
;:A = LEN I STRI IGX . H'IF
1i' 01»): GOSUB 521l

938 IF VAl (AS) < 01 OR VAl (A
S) > X THEN 9111

94lI LN(F) = VAl. (AS): RETURN
95ll REM ESCAPE PROGRAM
96fI GOSUB 681: PRINT "LEAVE PROO

RAM? (YIN)"HSHSHSHSHSHSHS;
9711 A = 1: GOSUB 521l: IF AS < >

"Y" THEN RETURN
98e HOME: PRINT: VTA8 24: PRINT

OS"RUNHELLO.D8"
99fl REM ClEAR WORK AREA
1. GOSUB 6811: PRINT "CLEAR WOR

K SCREEN? (y/N)"HSHSH$HSHSH
SHS;

111111 A = 1: GOSUB 521l: IF AS < >
"V" THEN RETURN

1020 HOME: RUN
1030 REM GRAB NEXT FIELD
1040 If F > fD THEN GOSUB 1811:F

= 01: GOTO 18
105& X = Z: GOSUB 111f1:F = F i' 01:

IFF>FDTHENF=01
18 B = F:X = Z: VTAB VT(B): HTAB

01: PRINT SPC( 411);: FOR A=
01 TO FO

111711 IF VT(A) = VT(B) AND A < >
B THEN VTAB VT(B):F = A: GOSUB
110

1118& NEXT:F = 8: POKE 255,Z: VTAB
VTIF): CAl.L 768: POP : GOTO
B3lI

1l19li REM DEFINE THE FIELD
11. IF F = Z THEN PRINT GS;: RETURN
11111 X = Z: GOSUB 1.: IF F = FD +

01 THEN F = F + l:FD =FO i'

01: GOTO 1138
11211 F = FD + 01
113fJ IFF=MXTHENF=Z
11411 VTAB VT(F): POKE 255,Z: CALL

768: RETURN
1150 REM ZAP (DELETE OR INSERT)

A FIELD
1160 GOSUB 68&: PRINT: PRINT "0

)ELETE FIELD" TAB( 19)"OR" TAB(
26)"I)NSERT A FIELD": PRINT
TABII7)"WH~H '''H$;

1170 GET AS: IF AS < > "I" AND
AS < > "0" AND AS < > ESS AND
AS < > MS THEN 1178

11811 IF AS = ESS OR A$ = MS OR F
> FO THEN RETURN

1198 X = z: IF AS = "I" THEN 12511
12M GOSUB 68t1: VTAS 211: HTAB 13

: PRINT "DELETING FIELD"
12111 B = 01: FOR A = F TO MX· 01

: GOSUB 200: NEXT
12211 A = MX: GOSUB 4B8:FD = FO 

01
123e GOSUB 22fl:f = FO: IF FD = Z

THEN F = 01
1248 RETURN
12511 IF fD = MX THEN RETURN
12611 GOSUB 688: VTAB 211: HTAB 13

: PRINT "INSERTING fiELD"
12711B= ·1:FORA=MXTOF+

01 STEP . 1: GOSUB '011: NEXT

ME" TAB( 25)"F)IELO LENGTH":
PRINT "AlOO FIELOIS}" TABI

25)"NIEXT FIELD"
64Il PRINT "ESC)APE PROGRAM" TAB(

25)"R)ENUMBER FIELDSL)OAO FO
RMAT" TAB( 25l"SjAVE FORMAT"

658 PRINT "ZjAP FIELD" TAB( 25)"
C)LEAR WORK ARE";: POKE 2639
,193

66fl VTAB 19: HTAB 17: PRINT" <
->": HTAB 21: PRINT "I"HSJ

S"t "HSHSHSJS ItJ-+ -K"HSH$HSJS"
I"HSJS"M";: RETURN

678 REM ERASE MESSAGE AREA
688 VTAB 19: HTAB 1: CAlL 64578:

PRINT: RETURN
698 REM PRINT 48 '='
7r1fl FOR A = 1 TO 48: PRINT "=";:

NEXT: RETURN
710 REM INITIALIZE VARIABLES
721l DIM VT('5I,HT('5),PR$(25),H'

(25),LNI'5}:MXFIELOS = '5
730 0$ = CHR$ (4}:CH = '0:CV = 1

0: OEF FN SClA) = PEEK ("
) + PEEK (41) • 256 i' PEEK
(36)

7411 FOR A = 768 TO 808: READ X: POKE
A,X: NEXT

756 NF = II:Z = 11:01 = tGX = 4Il:G
y = 17:TW = 2:F = 01

760 FOR A = Z TO MX: GOSUB 4811: NEXT
: OEF FN WH(X) = 41 • (VT(X
) . 3) + HT(X)

770 UI = CHRS (21):HI = CHRS (B
):J$ = CHRS (10):G$ = CHRS
(7):MS = CHRS 1'3):ESCS = CHRS
(27):KYS = "PFANRLSUKMZC" +
ES$ i' HS i' us

7611 BFI = CHRS (95) + CHRS (95)
: fOR A = 1 TO 5:BF$ = BF$ i'

SFS: NEXT :BFS = LEFTS (SFS
,40)

7911 DATA 166,4,162,0,36,255,16,2
,162,5,189,31,3,153,22,3,232
,136,16,246,160

800 DATA 39,185,41,3,145,40,136,
16,248,96,3,41,153,4&,177.40
,145,3,41,185

810 HOME: VTAB 2: POKE 255.0: CALL
768: GOSUB 1011: VTAB 16: GOSUB
700

8li1 GOSUB 630
831 VTAB 1: HTAB 16: PRINT "FIEl

D II"F" ";
8411 X = 01: GOSUB 1ee
85fl GOSUB see: FOR A = 01 TO LEN

(KYS): IF KS < > MIDS (KYS
.A,Ol) THEN NEXT: PAINT G$
;: GOTO sse

868 ON A GOSUB 88ll,91I1,1111f1.1M1l
.1.,138t1,142t,25fl,25fl,25&.
2511,11611,11lN,96fI,391l,39&: GOTO
B'0

878 REM NAME PROMPT
88ll GOSUB 68&: HTAB 17: PRINT "P

ROMPT?": PRINT: PRINT PRS(F
};

8911 HTAB 1: VTAB 22:A = GX· HTI
F) + 01: GOSUB 5'0:PRIIF) =
AS: RETURN

900 REM ALTER LENGTH
910 X = GX - H2(F) + 01: GOSU8 68
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768: GOTO 840
29il IF KS ="J" THEN HT(F) = HT(

F) . 01:H'(F) = H'IF)· 1
300 IF K$ = "K" TIIEN HT(F) = HTI

F) + 01 :H2(F) = H2(F) + 01
31fl If HT(F) :> Z AND H2(F) :> Z AND

H2(F) + IN{F) < 42 AND HT{F)
... LEN (PRS(f) < 42 THEN 8

40
3211 K = H2(f) . HTIF): IF H'(F) +

LNIF) > HT(F) + LEN IPR${F)
) TIIEN 360

33ll IF HT(F) = Z OR H'IF) = Z THEN
HTIF) = 41· LEN IPR$(F)): GOTO
354l

34fl HT(F) = 01: IF X < 01 THEN HT
(F)=OI·K

35fl H2(F) = HT(F) + X: GOTO 8411
361> IF HT(F) = Z OR H'(F) = Z THEN

H'(F) = 41 . LNIF):HTIF) = H
'(F) • X: GOTO 840

370 GOTD 34&
3Bt'J REM POSIT10N DATA
390 IF PRS(F) = '''' THEN 44fl
400 IF K$ =U$ ANO HT(F) =H'IF)

THEN X = LEN (PR$IFIJ: GOTO
450

410 IF HT(F) = H'(F) THEN X = .
LN(F): GOTO 45e

420 IF K$ = U$ ANO H'IF) = HTIF)
. LN(F) THEN X =LN(F): GOTO

4511
430 IF KS = HS AND H'(F) = HTIF)

+ LEN IPR${F)) THEN H'(F) =
HTIF): GOTO 46ll

448 X = 01: IF KS :: HS THEN X = .
1

4511 H'IF) = H21F) + X: IF H'IF) <
01 OR H2(F) ... IN(F) > 4' THEN
H'IF) = H'IF) . X

460 POP: GOTO 848
47& REM INITIALIZE FiElD VAlUES
468 HT(A) = '0:VTIA) = 10:H'(A) =

2fl:LN(A) = 01 :PR$(A) = "": RETURN
490 REM GET A KEY
500 WAlT - 16384,128: GET K$: RETURN
51& REM INPUT SPECIFIED NUMBER 0

F CHARACTERS
520A.$= ""
530 GET K$: IF ( ASC IKI) < 3' AND

KS < :> MSAND K$ < :> ES$AND
K$ < :> H$ AND KS < > USlOA
«(KS = "," OR KS =":") AND
X) THEN 538

54& IF LEN (AS) < A AND K$:> =
II "THEN PRINT KS::A$ = AS ...
K$: GOTO 53&

sse IF K$:> ="" THEN S3&
568 IF K$ =MS THEN RETURN
578 PRINT 1($;: If KS = H$ AND LEN

(AS) =Z THEN PRINT"";: GOTO
530

58ll IF K$ = H$ AND LEN IAI} = 0
1 THEN 52&

5911 IF KS = H$ THEN AS = LEFTS
lAS, LEN lAS) . 01): GOTO 53
o

600 IF KS = ESS THEN POP: RETURN
610 KS = CHR$I PEEK I FN SC(01J

. 126): GOTO 540
62& REM PRINT MAIN MENU
630 GOSUB 680: PRINT "P)ROMPTINA
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1218· SfBEE
618 . SA7A6 1m . SBEAf
628 . $11142 123e • SBge8
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B18 • SOAA2
B28 - SOC8B
838 . SCfB5
848 . SOA79
858 • SlB13
aae . S39AB
B78 . SEDAB
888 . SlBFe
898 . SA73C
gee - S5103
910 • S08CE
920 • $600A
930 • $8145
940 . S48EE
950 - S7B59
960 - SEllB
970 - SBB70
988 - SC8B5
990 • SACA3
1000 • SCA0f

1010· SC03B
1020 • SOBBB
1030 • SOF73
1040 • S20CB
10511 - S00B8
1060 - Sf7EC
1070 • S0209
1081l • S5E79
1000 • SOOAC
1100 - S86B3
1110 - $4113
112ll - S6f8E
1130 - SBE53
1148 • S80F9
1150· SOD9C
1168· S2581
1178 • $81BA
1180· S5A50
1198 - SBCA6
1200 - S01f9
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1410 - SBf88
1420 • SC09E
1430 • $f6E8
1440 - S4B70
14511 - SBOOE
1468 - SA9CB
1478 - SFe71
1480 • SAffA
1498 • S9f96
1500 - S2477
1510 - SCB3B
1521 - $4651
1538 - S0785

1240 • S3BCO
1250 . S35511
1268 . S7CA5
1270 . S0549
1280 . S3B98
1298 - SB22A
1300 • S8881
1310· $652E
1320 - $303A
1330 - SOlE5
1348 - SlEAC
1351 - Sf10E
13611 - S47FC
1378 • SE6E6
1361 . S1233
1390 . $4012
'400 - S9771

Hello.DB Program
HI TEXT: HOME: GOSUB 111
211 FOR X = 1 TO 111: POKE 768 + X

,I: NEXT
3fl VTAS 8: HTAB 5: PRINT "1. ENT

ERJCHANGE DATA": PRINT
411 HTAB 5: PRINT "2. ADDIEDIT CO

NRGURATION FIlE(S)": PRINT

1110 PRINT CHR$ (4)"RUN COREFllE
R FOAM"

1111 INVERSE :AS = "COREFllEA ": FOR
X ::: 1 TO 4: PRINT AS;: NEXT

1211 VTAB 24: PAINT RIGHTS {AU
I:: FOR X = 1 TO 3: PRINT AI
;: NEXT: PRINT "C";: POKE 2
039,15: VTAB 23: PRINT "0";

1311 VTAB 2: HTAB 1: PRINT "0";: HTA8
411: PRINT" " CHRS (8);:Y =
1:Z:::3: FORX::: 1T021

140 PRINT MIOS (AI,V,l) MIDI (A
S,Z,1):: HTAB 4fl:Y = Y ... 1: IF
Y > lEN (AS) THEN Y = 1

1511 Z ::: 2 + 1: IF Z > LEN (AS) THEN
Z = 1

16& NEXT: NORMAl: RETURN

51 HTAB 5: PRINT "3. EXIT TO BAS
IC": PRINT

611 PRINT: HTAB 16: PRINT "WHICH
1":: GET AS: PRINT AS:: IF

(AS < "1" OR AS > "3") AND A
S < > CHRS (27) THEN 6&

78 ON VAL (A$) GOTO 9tl,1l!0,1l8
811 HOME: END
911 PRINT CHRS (4)"RUN COREFllER

"

CHECKSUMS
10 - Sf415 90· S7CBB
2ll - SAl83 100 • S6D9C
38 • SECA2 118 • SfAM
48 • SC71A 128 • S02C5
51 - S75fO 138 - S1592
68 - Sf2BC 148 - $B56E
78 - S746A 150 - $57B5
Be - SEEAJ 168 - S9306

· SB5BA
· S00De
• SBCOf
• SfB3A
• SC5CB
• SB9CD
• S4E21
· Sf8BB
- S385A
• SAeJE
- $8AAE
• S01511
• S67Fe
• SMfA
- S7600
· Sl044
• $8105
• Sf5E1

630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
728
738
748
751
768
778
788
790
800

CHECKSUMS
10 • SBAOO
20 • S9B13
30 . $403B
40 . SAD92
511 . SC899
611 . Sff65
70 • SA3Bf
8Il • SAB34
00 . S662f
100 . SBBOl
110 . S8860
120 . S7C43
130 . S58f3
148 . $3E2C
151 • $4180
168 . $463B
170 . SfDFe
lB0 . $320f
190 . S79BE
200 • SlB90

210 . SEA4C
228 . SC639
238 • S852A
248 . $D884
251 . SA3E8
26Il . SC60F
270 . SE04B
2B0 • SBC13
2ge • S2684
300 . S9ABl
318 . S9FOl
328 • SBFef
338 • S7388
348 . Sf631
350 . $6B2B
368 . $CB00
370 . S0800
361 • S291C
390 • S1f46
400 . SDeE6

410 • Sf5e7
428 • SF38f
430 . SC165
448 . S7892
458 . S98F4
468 • SOC77
478 • SA350
488 . SFEf1
498 . S0090
58fl . SE7C4
518 . SA4A8
520 . $6191
538 . $B04E
548 • S1457
558 • SBfBA
56Il • $457C
570 - SOE0B
56Il - Sll6BO
500 - S2233
6Ile . S753ESTILL CONFUSED

.bout the combined
H.rdcore COMPUTIST/CORE?

see pg. 23 tor Inform.tlon.

128t'J GOSUB 4811:FD = FD + 01:8 =
f: GOSUB 220:F = B: VTAB VT(
F): POKE 255,2: CAll 768: RETURN

12911 REM RENUMBER FIELDS
13M! IF FO < TW THEN POP: GOTO

sse
13111 GOSUB 68t'J: PRINT TAB( 11)"

RENUMBERING FIElDS":X = 2: GOSUB
1tM!1:X = 01: IF F > FD THEN GOSUB
lBtl

1mB = X:A::: 2
1338 FOR Xl = X + 01 TO FD: IF FN

WH(Xll < FN WH(BI THEN B =
Xl

13411 NEXT: GOSUB 2MI:A = B:B :::
X• A: GOSUB 2M:A = X:B = .
X: GOSUB 2M

13511 X ::: X + 01: IF X < FO THEN 1
32tl

lJ6ll RETURN
13711 REM LOAD FORMAT

13811 K$ ::: "LOAD FORMAT": GOSUB 14
911: IF KS = ESS THEN RETURN

1391l PRINT OS"REAO"A$: INPUT FD:
FOR A ::: 01 TO FO: INPUT VT(

A),HT(A),PRS(A),H2(A),LN(A),
X: NEXT

141lfl PRINT O$"CLOSE": GOSU8 2211:
F ::: 01: RETURN

14111 REM SAVE THE WQRKPAD
14211 K$ ::: "SAVE FORMAT": GOSU8 14

911: IF KS ::: ESS THEN RETURN
14311 PRINT OS"DElETE"A$: PRINT D

S"OPEN"AS: PRINT DS"WRITE"A$
1448 PRINT FO:B ::: 2: FOR X ::: 01 TO

FO: PRINT VT(X)" ,"HT(X)", "PR
S(X)", "H2(X)", "LN(X)", "8:8 =
8 + IN(X) + Ot NEXT

14511 PRINT B: PRINT Il:A$::: LEFTS
(AS,A· 01): PRINT O$"OPEN"A
S: PRINT OS"DElETE"AS: PRINT
DS"OPEN"AS" ,l"B

146& PRINT DS"WRITE"AS",RII": PRINT
"1,4511,0": PRINT OS"WRITE"AS
",R1 ": FOR A ::: 01 TO FD

1470 FOR B = 1 TO LN(A): PRINT "
X";: NEXT: PRINT MS:: NEXT
: PRINT OS"CLOSE": RETURN

14811 REM OPEN A FilE
14911 GDSUB 68Il: PRINT TAB( 15)K

S: PRINT: PRINT "NAME OF FI
LE:": IF F > FD THEN GOSUB
lBtl

151lt1 VTAB 23:X ::: Z:A ::: 22: GOSUB
5211: IF AS'::: "" THEN POP: RETURN

15111 GOSU8 6811: FOR A ::: 01 TO LEN
(AS): IF MIOS(AS,A,Ol) < >
"," THEN NEXT :AS ::: AS + ".
CONFIG": GOTO 153ll

15211 AS::: lEFTS (AS,A • 01) + ".
CONFIG" + RIGHTS (AS,Ol + lEN
(A$) . A)

15311 PRINT O$"OPEN"A$:AS::: lEFTS
{AS,A + 61: GOSUB 6Bll: VTAB
21: PRINT TA6(11)"ONE MOME
NT PLEASE.": RETURN
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.....with the widespread availability of nibble copiers and
with the use of other techniques such as boot code trac
ing, It is not easy to be confident in the security of the in
formation contained on any disk."

of the casual browser, there are some
relatively simple techniques which can
be used to encrypt confidential data.
One of the most elementary methods
of encryption is to add or subtract a
constant from the values of the charac
ters in the file. This method might con
fuse the uninformed, but the encrypted
file can be fairly easily read by some
one who could extract or guess the sin
gle constant value. A variation on this
encryption theme might use the com
puter to generate a random number
which can be added or subtracted from
the values in the file. To decrypt the
file, the computer must be able to
generate the exact same sequence of
numbers as was generated when the
file was encrypted. On the Apple it is
possible to do this if the AND function
is first seeded with a negative number.
After AND is seeded with a particular
negative number a unique series of
values will be generated until RND is
reseeded. My encryption program re
lies on this fact so that Applesoft, 8i·
nary and Text files can be encrypted
and then decrypted when given the
"key"(the value used to seed RND).
Then RND is used to generate a value
to add or subtract from the value of
each character in the file. Whether the
value will be added to or subtracted
from the original value in the file is also
chosen randomty using RND.

I had originally written this program
to run under OOS 3.3 but, when I saw
some of the capabilities of ProOOS. I
decided to utiliize the new Apple oper
ating system for the program because
a cumbersome machine lanaguage
program which accessed the DOS 3.3
file manager would not be needed.
Even though you may have no Interest
in encrypting files, you may want to

take a look at the pro
gram to see some of the
advantages of ProDOS
over tried and true DOS
3.3. Table One gives an
explanation of the Pro
DOS commands and
parameters which are
used in the program.

To use the program,
simply pick either the en
cryption or decryption
operation from the main
menu and enter the key
to use in encrypting and
decrypting. 8e sure to
record your key in a se
cure location or it will be
very hard to return the
file to its original form.

require the exchange of keys between
the sender and the receiver of the mes
sage. Because of this and the mathe
matical impossibility of unauthorized
decryption of encyphered messages,
public key cryptography is a very
desirable method of encryption. The
problem with implementing the public
method on microcomputers lies in the
floating point method used by micros
to represent large numbers. On the
Apple, each variable can only be
represented in floating point form by a
maximum of nine significant digits.
This means that integer numbers larg
er than one billion lose significant
digits when stored in floating point
form. For most applications of
microcomputers, this form of represen
tation is acceptable. But because pub
lic key cryptography involves modulo
and exponential arithmetic, the lost
significant digits cannot be tolerated.
Although it is possible to write a pro
gram for the Apple which uses the pub
lic key method of encryption, any
enciphered information would not be
very secure because the encryption
key could be fairly easily guessed by
practically anyone.

For someone who merely wishes to
protect his files_from the prying eyes

Pl'oDOS Data
Encl'vptol' By Cary P.t......D

Most readers of Hardeere COM
PUTIST are familiar with at least some
of the techniques used by software
companies to make their disks uncopy·
able by users. The normal protection
techniques involve using a disk oper·
atmg system which has been modified
so that the normal Apple DOS cannot
read or copy the disk. However, with
the widespread availability of nibble
copiers and with the use of other tech
mQues such as boot code tracing, it is
not easy to be confident in the securi
ty of the information contained on any
disk. Aside from software manufac
turers' reasons for copy protecting pro
grams, there afe legitimate reasons
why a person might want to prevent
files contained on their disks from be
ing read by unauthorized persons.

In an office where payroll and other
confidential information is stored on
computer disks, it is often desired that
this information onty be accessed by
employees. If the system does not
have a password protection scheme
incorporated into it, then just about
anyone could view the information
stored in ordinary text files. One
problem with the password system is
that otlen the passwords become com
mon knowledge. An alternate method
of protecting privileged information
contained in files is the use of an en
cryption routine whereby the file is
made unreadable to anyone who does
not know the key by which the file was
encrypted. This article and the pro
gram which accompanies it will
demonstrate a simple process by
which information can be encrypted
and decrypted.

There are a great many document
ed methods of encoding and en
cyphering information with the aid of
computers. One of the most secure
methods of encryption, called public
key cryptography, has received quite
a bit of pUblicity in recent years in var
ious publications. Public key cryptog·
raphy is a very well documented
method of encryption which does not
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PROGRAM

BLOAO/BSAVE • There are several
new parameters associated with these
two commands.

T - This is the path type
parameter which allows any path (file)
type 10 be BLOAOed and BSAVed to
and from memory.

B - This is the byte parameter
which can be used to BLOAO and
BSAVE to and from any byte position
in the path (file).

E - The E (End) allows an ending
address to be specified when BSAVE
ing so that the number of bytes to be
saved does not need to be specified.

PREFIX - When PREFIX is followed
by a pathname the path to the directo·
ry (DIR) block of interest is set so that
the entire pathname does not have to
be typed to access the paths (files) wi
thin that directory. If PREFIX is not fol·
lowed by a pathname the current prefix
is displayed. If PREFIX/ is typed, then
the current prefix is eliminated.
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1" REM .
2il REM'
3" REM' DATA ENCRYPTDR
4e REM'
58 REM' WRmEN UNDER
58 REM' PROOOS 1.1
7" REM'Be REM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

9ll REM
1M ONERR GOTO 11911
11" GOSU811Df1
12" REM MAIN PROGRAM MENU
1311 HOME: HTA8 ~: VTA8 117: PRINT

"P) SET PRODOS PREFIX"
14" HTA8~: VTAB 9: PRINT "E) E

NCRYPT A PATH"
150 HTAB 09: VTAB 11: PRINT "0)

DECRYPT A PATH"
1611 HTAB 19: VTAB 13: PRINT "C)

CATALOG"
1711 HTAB 89: VTAS 15: PRINT "0)

OUIT"
1Be HTAB 111: VTA8 18: PRINT "CHO

aSE ONE"
1911 GOSUB 231
2118 ON SX GOTO 31",3511,398.5111
211 POKE 34.1: HOME: END:
22il REM KEYBOARD INPUT RDU1INE
231 HTAS 21: VTAB 18: GET 5$: IF

SS < > "C" AND SS < > "0" AND
SS < > "E" AND SS < > "p" AND
SS < > "a" THEN 23tl

240 PRINT S$
25& IF S5 = "C" TrlEN 5X = ,
2611 If S5 = up" THEN 5X = 2
27" IF 55 = "E" THEN 5X = 3
2811 IF 55 = "0" THEN 5X = 4
291l IF 55 = "a" THEN 5X = 5
300 RETURN
311 REM CATALOG
3211 HOME: PRINT D$"CAT"

Table 1

Blbllogr.phy:

Bosworth, Bruce, Codes, Ciphers and
Compute,.· An Introduction to the
Informetlon Society. New Jersey:
Hayden Book Company, 1982.

Smith, John. Public Key Cryptogra
phy. Byte (January 1983): Vol. 81 No.1,
198,218.

Finally, just re5AVE the program with
the proper path name.

These gyrations would not be neces
sary if there were more information
available on the structure of a directo·
ry block. Unfortunately, at the time of
this writing, Apple has not yet released
the ProDOS reference manuals to the
general public. The only materials on
ProDOS which are available to me are
articles in CALL A.P.P.l.E. and Nibble
and the less than adequate user's
manual which is included with the Ap
ple disk drive or Apple lie at the time
of purchase. Besides the lack of refer
ence materials, a few other aspects of
ProDOS can also be a bit bothersome.

Programming without access to
GPLE and other useful DOS 3.3 utili
ties is a real inconvenience. I had to
go back to POKE 33,33 for program
editing. Having a 16K language card
plus $9600-$BFFF gobbled up by an
operating system was also a bit of a
shock.

The DOS 3.3 < :II > ProDOS conver·
sion program (DUCK) also needs two
disk drives 10 operate properly, a fact
which is not documented in the Pro·
OOS user's manual. Oh, I almost for·
got to mention the fact that ProDOS
will onty boot on genuine Apples and
not on compatibles like Syscom and
Franklin. I guess nothing can be done
about ProDOS's memory require
ments but, hopefully, the other short·
comings will be rectified by Apple
andlor other enterprising people.

CAT - Displays a forty column direc
tory of the current pathname.

CATALOG • Displays an eighty
column directory of the current path
name which contains file lengths, load
addresses and other path information.

CREATE • This creates a new path in
the current directory. With the use of
the T (type) parameter, any path type
can be created. If a T parameter is not
specified, then a DIR (directory) type
path is created.
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The program will then BLOAD the in
put file into memory starting at address
$4000. After the encryption or decryp
tion process has been completed, the
output file will be written to disk. If the
input file is more than forty blocks
(eighty sectors) in length. more than
one encrypUdecrypt cycle will be re
quired. While the machine language
program is encrypting or decrypting,
the program will display a flashing
message on the screen. Even though
the machine language program is
short, each decryption/encryption pass
can take up to two and a half minutes
because of the large number of ran·
dom values being generated.

As presently written, the entries of
the input and output paths must reside
in the same directory block, be it the
main directory or a subdirectory. Your
choice for input and output file names
may be the same so that disk space
is conserved. If you choose a new
name for the output file be sure the
disk has enough room for this new file,
otherwise the process will fail. The
maximum path length that the program
will encrypt or decrypt is Be blocks.

There are some precautions to ob
serve when encrypting/decrypting Bi·
nary (BIN) or Applasoh (BAS) filas.
Because ProOOS stores certain file in
formation including path length and
target address on the directory block
and not physically in the file, when an
encrypted file is restored to its original
form some information in the directo·
ry may no longer be correct. For re
stored Binary files, the load address is
affected because my program loads
and saves at $4000. To correct this
simply BLOAD and then BSAVE the
file using proper address and length
parameters.

For Applesoft (BAS) files, the pro
gram pointers need to be properly set.
To do this, type NEW to clear any pro
grams in memory. Next type CATA·
LOG and write down the length
information of the decrypted BASIC file
which [s displayed. Then BLOAD the
Applesoft program at $SCI1 using the
T (type) parameter. For example, if the
file is called UNSCRAMBLED, type

BLOAD UNSCRAMBLED,
AS811,TBAS

To set the program pointers properly,
type the following in immediate execu
tion mode replacing n with the file
length you recorded above

POKE 113,1:POKE 114,8:POKE 176,
INT(n/256):POKE 175,
(n,PEEK(176).256)

r

,



HTAB 9: VTAB 24: PRINT "HIT
ANY KEY TO CONTINUE": POKE
16368,&: WAIT ·16364,128: GOTO
130
REM SET PRODaS PREFIX
HOME :PF = 1:VT = 9:HT = 1:A
S = "SET PRODOS PREFIX": GOSUB
82&

360 PFS::. "I" + PNS + "I"
370 PRINT O$"PREFIX"PF$: PRINT 0

S"BlOAD"PFS" ,AS3000,TOIR"
380 PF = fl: GOTO 1311
391\ REM ENCRYPT A PATH
400 POKE 794,24: POKE 795,1111: POKE

814,56: POKE 815,229
HOME :HT = l:VT = fl9:A$ = "P
ATH NAME TO ENCRYPT": GOSUB
62&

420 PRINT OS"VERIF¥"PF$PNS
430 PIS = PNS: GOSUB B4&
440 HT =l:VT =12:A$ = "PATH NAM

E FOR ENCRYPTED FILE": GOSUB
621>

45& POI =PNI
460 PRINT O$"CREATE"PO$" ,T"TYS
47& GOSUB 74&
480 M1S = "ENCRYPTING" + PIS:M2S

= "WRITING" + POS: GOSUB 1
&00
GOTO 130
REM DECRYPT A FILE
POKE 794,56: POKE 795,229: POKE
814,24: POKE 815,101
HOME :HT = tVT = OO:AS = lIP
ATH NAME TO DECRYPT": GOSUB
62&

Easy-View
Disk File

Worlc
Station

• Stores 100 Disks. Dust Free
• 25 Disk Titles Clearly Visible
• Fast. Easy Access
• Top Flips Back, Locks Upright
• Closed Files are Stackable

,~/ I' /. ,"ifl'/• .,o.,."~,_,,
~~ '""" J\. N_arl<. N.J. 07105

53t' PRINT D$"VERIFY"PNS 7611
540 PI$ ::. PNS: GDSUB 840 82t EK$ = EKS + NUS: PRINT NUS;: GOTO
550 HT = l:VT ::. 12:A$ ::. "PATH NAM 760

E FOR DECRYPTED FILE": GOSUB 830 REM GET PATH INFO
621' 840 A =12332:CT =I'

560 POI =PNI B5& FC = ASC I LEFTS IPIS,111
570 PRINT D$"CREATEItPOS",T"TY$ 860 IF PEEK (A) = Fe THEN 9N:REM
5811 GOSUB 74fl FINO PATH IN DIRECTORY
5911 M1S = "DECRYPTING" + PI$:M2S 871!! CT ::. CT + 1:A =A + 39: IF CT

= "WRITING" + PO$: GDSUB 1 = 12 THEN A = A + 5:CT =
&00 1

6M GOTO 130 8Be IF A > EN THEN 1350
610 REM INPUT PATH NAME 8911 GOTD 86fl
62! HTAB HT: VTAB VT:C =&:PNS = 9Ml NMS = ""

"": PRINT A$: PRINT "I"; 9111 FOR I = A TO A + LEN (PIS)·
630 GET Pes; IF PC$ = CHR$ (13) l:NMS =NMS + CHRS (PEEK (

AND LEN IPNS) > &THEN RETURN III: NEXT
64fl IF Pes = CHR$ (27) THEN PDP 9211 IF PIS = NMS AND (( PEEK (1)

: GOTO 13& ) = & OR LEN IPIS) = 15) THEN
650 IF ( ASC (PCS) < 65 OR ASC PL = PEEK (A + 22) • 65536 +

(PCS) > 911) AND ( A$C (Pes) < PEEK (A + 21) • 256 + PEEK
46 OR ( ASC IPCI) > 57)) AND IA + 2&): GOSUB 94&: RETURN
ASC (PCI) < > B DR ( LEN ( 938 GOTO B7&

PNS) = 15 AND NOT PF) OR ( LEN 940 TV = PEEK (A + 15): IF TV <
(PNS) = 64 AND PF) THEN PRINT > 252 AND TV < > 4 AND TV <
6$;: GOTO 630 > 6 THEN MGS = "UNSUPPORTED

6611 IF PCS = CHRS (8) AND LEN FILE TYPE!": HOME: GOSUB 7
(PNS) < 1 OR ( LEN (PNS) > 1 30: POP : POP: GDTO 130
5 AND NOT PF) OR ( LEN (PNS 95& IF PL > 41'960 THEN MGS = PIS
l > 50 AND PF) THEN PRINT G + " IS TOO LARGE TO ENCRYPT
S;: GOTO 63fl !": HOME: GOSUB 730: POP: PDP

6711 IF PCS = CHRS (8) AND LEN : GOTO 130
(PNS) = 1 THEN PRINT PCS;: PRINT 96& IF TV = 252 THEN TV$ = "BAS"
" ";: PRINT PCS;:PNS = "":C = : RETURN
0: GOlD 63fl 970 IF TV = 6THEN TVS = "BlN": RETURN

681 IF PCS = CHRS (8) THEN PRINT 980 TVS = "TXT": RETURN
PCS;: PRINT" ";: PRINT PCS; 9ge REM ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION RO
:PNS = LEFTI IPNI, LEN (PNI UTINE
)·1): GOTO 630 1D1l0 BC = ":NB = 2t48e:B = 2tl48fl:

6se If NOT C AND ASC (Pes) > 4 NR = INT (PL/ NB): HOME: VTAB
5 AND ASC (PCS) < 58 THEN PRINT 11: HTAB INT {28· LEN (Ml
GS;: GOTO 6211 $) / 2): FLASH: PRINT M1S

7M C = 1:PNS = PN$ + PeS: PRINT 10111 NORMAL
PCI:: GOTD 630 182& FOR I = &TO NR

7111 PRINT PCS;: GOIO 63fI 1831l POKE 6,": POKE 7,64: POKE 8
720 REM WAIT ROUTINE , INT (NB / 256) + 65
7311 PRINT GS: VTAB 11: HTAB (20· 1tl4ll IF I = NR THEN NB = FN MOD

LEN IMGS) I 2): PRINT MGS: VTAB IPL): POKE B, INT INB I 256)
24: HTAB 8: PRINT "HIT ANY K + 65
EY TO CONTINUE": POKE -163 19 PRINT D$"BLOAD"PIS",T"TVS",
68,": WAIT -16384.128; RETURN A$4fl8e,L"NBII,B"BC:Z = RND (

74" REM GET ENCRYPTION KEY _EK): CALL 768: HOME: VTAB
75& EKS = "": VTAB 15: HTAB 1: PRINT 11: HTAB INT (2fl- LEN (M2

"ENCRYPTION KEY"; S) / 2): FlASH: PRINT M2S: NORMAL
7611 GET NUS; IF ASC (NU$) =13 AND lfl6f1 PRINT OS"BSAVE"PO$",T"TYS",

LEN (EKS) > "THEN EK = VAL A$4e0fl,L"NB",B"BC
(EKS): RETURN 1"7& IF I = NR • 1 THEN NB = FN

m IF NUl = CHRI127) THEN PDP MODIPL):
: GOTO 13& 1fl8& BC = Be + 2t48fl: VTAB 11: PRINT

780 IF NUl = CHRI 18) AND LEN : VTAB 11: HTAB 121>· LEN (
lEKS) < 1 THEN PRINT GI;: GDTD M11) I 2): FLASH: PRINT Mil
700 : NORMAL: NEXT : RETURN

7911 IF NU$ = CHRS (8) AND LEN 19 REM PROGRAM INlTIALZATION
(EKS) = 1 THEN PRINT NUS;: PRINT 11M FOR AD =768 TO 836: READ B
" to;: PRINT NU$;:EKS = "": GOTO Y: POKE AD,BY: NEXT: REM PO
760 KE ENCRYPTION ROUTINE

B" IF NUS = CHR$ (8) THEN PRINT 1110 TEXT: HOME: INVERSE: HTAB
NUS:: PRINT" ";: PRINT NUS; (8): PRINT "RANDOM ENCRYPT10
:EKI = LEFTS IEKI, LEN IEKI N SYSTEM": NORMAL
) . 1): GOTO 76& 112ll POKE 34,1: HIMEM: 1&496

Bl& IF VAL INUS) < 1 DR LEN IE
Kl) =3 THEN PRINT GS;: GOTO 1130 01 = CHRI (4):GS = CHRI (7
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I:EN = 14336
11~ DEF 'N MOO(A) = INT ((A I

B- INT(A/B»)"B-t .05)
• SGN (A fBI

115fJ PR!NT D$"PREFIXI"
11611 PRINT D$"PREFlX": INPUT PF$

: PRINT D$"BLQAQ"PF$" ,AS3000
,TOIR"

1170 RETURN
118f1 REM ERROR HANDLING
11911 EA = PEEK (222): POKE 216,0

: QNERR GOTO 119fl
12efJ IF ER =19 THEN 1270
12UI IF ER = 9 THEN 1330
1220 IFER < > SANDER < > 2AND

EA < > 3 AND EA < > 11 AND
EA < > lANDER < > 16 THEN
134e

12311 HOME: VTAB (VT):MGS = "PAT
H NOT FOUND!": HTAB (2ft- LEN
(MGIII 2): HOME: GOSU8 73e

124& IF SX = 2 THEN PF$ = 1111: GOlD
35e

125fl IF SX =3 THEN 41fJ
1260 GOTO 520
12711 POKE 34,111: HOME: PRINT G$

:MGS = POS + It ALREADY EXIST
$1": HTAB (l): VTAB 12: PRINT
MG$: HTAB 1: PRINT "REPLACE
lTV/Nil-

1288 GET AN'S; IF AN$ < ) "V" AND
AN$ < > liN" THEN 12M

129& IF AN$ ="N" AND SX =2 THEN
HOME: POKE 34,1: GOTO 440

13flf1 IF ANS = "N" THEN HOME: POKE
34,1; GOTD 5511

1310 IF AN$ = "V" AND SX = 2 THEN
HOME: POKE 34,1: HTAB 1: VTAB

12: PRINT "PATH NAME FOR ENG
RYPTED FILE ": PRINT"I" ;POS
: GOTO 47ft

132& HOME: POKE 34,1: HTAB 1: VTAB
12: PRINT "PATH NAME FOR DEC
RYPTED FILE": PRINT"I" POS:

GOTO 58fl
133ll TEXT: HOME: PRINT "DISK F

ULL ERROR!": PRINT GS;: END
13411 TEXT: HOME: PRINT G$: PRINT

"ERROR /I H;ER: END
13se TEXT: HOME: PRINT "FILE N

OT FOUND ERROR!": PRINT GS;:
ENO

136& DATA 169,1,133,6,169,64,133
,7,160,&,152,72,32,174,239,1
65,159,48,2&,32,174,239,164,
168,177,6,56,229,159,145,6,2
ee,152

137& DATA 72,2411,2&,76,12,3,32,1
74,239,104,168,177 ,6,24,101,
159,145,6,2e11,152,72,2eB,212
,23&,7,165,7,197,8,2411,3,76,
12,3,104,96

Note To Subscribers:

1110- 15424
1120- S81E5
1130 - S5F98
1140- S57'9
1150- S0070
1160 - S82F9
1170 . S7E69
1180- S655F
1190- S542A
1200 - S0156

1210 • SF485
1220- SAW6
1230 • S839B
1240- S55E8
1250 . S6669
1260 . S097C
1270 • SFA64
1280 • S6048
1290 • S05H
1300- 12485
1310- S16EC
1320 . S6976
1330 . S3837
1340 . SE738
1350 • S658C
1360 • SC4F3
1370 • S88F7

4PT's4PT'S4PT'S

Castle Wollenstein
Contributed by
Eric Holman Whitaker

In the room that has a stairway at
the top of the screen (see picture), the
following will allow you to escape from
the castle immediately:

Open the disk drive door but do not
remove the disk. Exit the room via the
stairway at the top of the screen. Cas
tle Wolfenstein will attempt to save
that room on a particular sector, but
with the drive's door open, this will not
be possible. After your disk drive has
tried twice to save the room. your man
appear above the stairway and his
head will be directly to the left. Do not
close the drive door yet, or the game
will fry.

Wait twice more for Castle Wolfen
stein to try and save the sector and
observe what happens: You will have
escapedII As soon as you see the es
cape screen, close the drive quickly.
The picture will load, and if you have
the plans, you will receive extra con
gratulations and a raise in rank.

610 . S9748
620 - S3762
630 - S8'36
840 • S8E16
850 • S6C55
860 - S3354
870 - 1037C
880 - S9F3C
890 . S33'A
900 • S636A
910 • SE20C
920 • S6224
930 - S10Al
940 - S5253
950 - S1121
960 • S6F79
970 • S6005
980 - SII009
990 - S7038
1000 - S1883

1010- se5Al
1020 - S65E8
1030 - 16964
1040 - IMCC
1050 - S429'
1060 • 156CE
1070 . lOAn
1060 - 16306
1090 - $9'61
1100 • S6209

460 • S3342
470 - S2E48
480 . SE838
490 . S6636
500 - S5671
510 . SFE4C
520 • SEC00
530 • SE015
540 . SC8C8
550 . S7042
560 . S"08
570 - 1338E
56e • 19808
5ge • SCCF9
600 . SC3A4

610 • S13A9
620 - S11C6
630 . S1464
84e . SE584
65e - 10510
660 • 10486
670 - S5C9F
680 - S6'6C
690 - S9565
700 - S0E79
710 - S3A66
720 - SOOOO
730 - SF815
740 - SA653
750 - SIlC56
760 - S8480
770 - S4069
780 - SC68'
790 - S957F
800 - S68C3

Following the combination of
Hardcore COMPUTIST and the
CORE quarterly (February 1984)
into a single magazine, many sub
scribers have expressed concern
about the total number of Issues
they will receive.

For Your Information:
Each issue of Hardcore COM

PUTIST now contains a CORE Sec
tion within its pages. Subscribers
still receive twelve magazines annu
ally, but are provided with both the
controversial articles of Hardcore
and the general how-to's of CORE
in one monthly issue.

The Database articles promised
for CORE 4 now appear in the
CORE Section in Hardcore COM
PUTIST 6,7, and 8.

For more information, write our
subscription department.

He . $060A
120 . $502F
m . $3579
14e - $OlEE
150 - $0888
160 • $ME0
170 . $6C4E
180 . $E88C
190 - $AM4
200 - $6365

210 - $E2E7
220 - $A9A8
230 - $94'9
240 • $966C
250 - ICE4A
260 - $0208
270 - S8F36
280 - 14F85
290 - IE60E
300 • IE5E3
31e • S2F16
320 . S6C41
330 . SFEC4
340 . SC404
350 - SF690
360 • S4518
370 . S783F
360 . S68F8
3ge . SE7A6
400 . S535A

410 . S78El
420 . S20ED
430 . SA8F5
440 • S'681
450 • S6908
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60 - $FF65
70 - IA38F
60 • IAOOtI
90 • 19240
lOe - $84E8

CHECKSUMS

10 • $6AOO
20 - $9813
30 . $4038
40 . $AD92
50 . $C699

•



Essential Data Duplicator
Utillco Mlcroware
3377 Solano Ave., Suite 352
Napa, CA 94558
579.95

Requirements:
48K Apple II or equivalent
One disk drive
Essential Data Duplicator Version I
A blank initialized disk with no Hello
program
A basic knowledge of machine Ian·
guage helps but is not necessary
Integer firmware card or other means
of RESETing into the monitor

The Scheme
EDD (Essential Data Duplicator), in

my opinion, isone of the most incredi
ble copy programs around. My main
reason for this praise is due to the fact
that EDD requires few or no parameter
changes to duplicate many copy pro
tected programs currently on the mar
ket. Its power almost makes Locksmith
4.1 look like COPYA.

Unfortunately, along with its incredi
ble copying abilities comes an incredi
ble copy protection. EDD uses 4
phases of super fast track arcing that
sounds more like an army of cock·
roaches tap dancing than a disk boot
ing. Instead of encrypting the data on
the disk itself, the tracks of data are
placed in a mosaic jumble of normal
tracks, half tracks, and (yes, believe it
or not) quarter tracks. This technique
is loosely known as "checkerboard
lng" and is a very difficult scheme to
crack.

Luckily for everybody, EDD is a one
time only load program which leaves
it open to attack from snapshot type
devices. In fact, a friend of mine armed
with his Wildcard and some address
changes successfully copied It, but his
copy takes forever to load, is hard to
modify, and takes up most of a disk.
So, armed with my trusty INTEGER
firmware card I decided to try it my
way.

Getting The Dala
This section deals with the breaking

process in detail. If you just want to do
it, then go to the section labeled
"Summary."

Boot EDD. Press any key a couple
of times to get to the main menu, then
flip the switch on the card to INTEGER
(if it's not already there) and press
RESET. You should end up in the
monitor.

Conveniently, EDD mainly uses the
memory from $800 to $3FFF, with the
hi-res picture residing from $4000 to
$5FFF. There is some code in the key
board input buffer ($200 to $300) but
is has no effect on the main program,
and 1assume it is part of a disk load
ing routine. Before booting up our nor
mal 3.3 slave disk we need to move the
code at $800-$8FF to a safe location
($6~$60FF) so it won't get stomped
upon. To move the code out of the way
type

6188 < 811.8FFM

This moves $800 through $8FF, to
$6000 through $60FF.

Now boot up DOS 3.3 by inserting
your initialized disk in the drive and
typing

C688G

This boots the disk in the drive in slot
6. If your disk controller is in another
slot, replace the 6 with that slot num
ber; i.e. slot 7 :: C700G.

When the cursor appears, enter
the monitor by typing

CALL -151

To relocate the portion of memory we
moved back to its original location,
type

888<6881.6IFFM

Next we will make this hunk of data
useable. You should now save this in
case you mess up the steps following.
If there is an accident, just BLOAD
DATA and start at "Making It Usea
ble". To save it type

aSAVE DATA, A58N, L55888

Making II Useable
The main copy protection routine in

EDD starts at $21 Cg. Assuming you
still have the EDD data in memory, and
are stili in the monitor, make the fol
lowing modification

21C9:61

This puts an RTS at the beginning of
the routine that checks certain memory

Copying The Uncopyable
Essential Data
Duplicator
Version I
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Wait about 5 seconds. Your Apple is
temporarily dead. It will continue to be
so until you press RESET to resurrect
it. When you press RESET, there will
be a beep and you will see a status fine
indicating $90C1. What happened is
when you pressed RESET, the com
puter realized what happened, set the
CSW and KSW switches back to nor
mal, and showed you where the
screwup was.

When the move routine had
finished, the Apple needed to output
a character, the "." prompt for the
monitor. So it looked at the CSW
pointer which still pointed at DOS,
which we just erased. When it went 10
the location $9EBO all it found was
zeroes. It couldn't signal an error. It
couldn't even beep or show any sign
of output or input. Well, fortunately we
have the RESET key for such situa
tions. The RESET key is wired direct
ly 10 the Apple's microprocessor,
which means it couldn't care less what
the CSW and KSW pointers were.
What happened is the RESET rouline
went through memory and fixed aU the
locations to default values, including
our pointers. The Apple has a very
good memory and it loves to beep al
us when we screw up, and it does just
that by beeping and telling us exactly
where the error was.

Now that we're back on stable
ground lets look at our pointers and
see what's happened. Type

36- 80 9E
38- 81 9E

36- FI FO
38- 18 FO

This means CSW is set to $9EBO and
KSW is set to $9E81. both DOS loca
tions. Now we will erase DOS. Type

You should see

36.39

You should see

Note that these are the monitor loca
tions COUT1 and KEYIN. When OOS
is not connected (like now) these are

Page 25

to get inlo the monitor. Now we will
check the present settings of the CSW
and KSW switches. Type

8",..
8'1 <8N.BFFFM

36.39

When lhe prompt appears enler the
monitor by typing

C6..G

Now insert your blank disk and type

61H< 8".8FFM

That's it! You can Delete the file
"DATA" now if you want to, or keep
tt on hand as a space taker-upper on
your disk. Just BRUN EOO whenever
you want to use it, and hide the origi
nal in a locked safe in a bomb shelter
and you should feel safer (watch out
for safecracking rats wielding mag
nets, however.)

Summary
Boot EOO and press any key twice

to get to the menu. Now use whatever
device you have to enter the monitor.
After you are in the monitor type this

CALL -151

More On DOS Hooks
This exercise is for some rainy day

when you have nothing better to do.
First boot a normal DOS disk.
Whenever you get a cursor on the
screen, type

Now type

8..<6..1,6IFFM
2C19:61
7FO,'C" ..
....'A9 " 80 F2 13 A9 C6 80
'''8,F3 13 21 6F F8 A9 FI 85
'111,36 A9 FO 85 37 A9 18 85
'118:38 A9 FO 85 39 A9 61 85
"21:IA A9 61 85 18 'C 5E 19

8SAVE EOO, AS7FO, LS3828

That's all! Just type "BRUN EOO" to
run it.

Now that you have entered the rou·
tine, it is lime to save the whole thing.
Type the following

8SAVE EOO, AS7FO, LS3828

4000: A9 00 80 F2 03 A9 C6 80
4008: F3 03 20 6F F8 A9 FO 85
4ll10: 36 A9 FO 85 37 A9 18 85
4ll18: 38 A9 FO 85 39 A9 60 85
4ll2Q: OA A9 60 85 OB 4C 5E 09

locations. All there is 10 be done now
is to add a short routine which will per
form some necessary housekeeping
functions.

Since we will not be using hi-res
page 2 ($400(1), we can put our routine
over it. Because the body of the pro
gram starts at $800, we must put a
jump to our routine before that. So at
$7FD we will put a jump instruction to
$4000. Type this:

7FO,'C" 'I

In our routine there are three things
that need to be done:

1. Disconnect the DOS pointers. The
reason for this is EDD writes over OOS
when in operation. When DOS is con·
nected, the CSW (Character output
SWitch) and KSW (Keyboard input
SWitch) vectors are pointing to OOS.
OOS looks at the characters coming in
and going out and then sends them
back along their merry way to the mo
nitor COUT and KEYIN routines. If
DOS is connected (the pointers are set
for OOS locations) and those loCations
in DOS are erased, the computer will
seemingly die, unable to input or out
put characters. If you want to learn
more about this process refer to the
section of this article titled "More On
DOS Hooks."

2. Change two zero page locations.
These are used by EOO to display
which drives and slots are being used.
These have nothing at all to do with the
operation of the program, but it is nice
to have them correct.

3. Jump to the actual slart of the pro
gram (no, it's not $800).

Also changing the reset vector to
C600 adds a nice touch so that when
reset is pressed, EOO will reboot in
stead of breaking into Applesoft. If your
controller is in another slot you can
change the slot (6) to whatever slot you
want, although the wisest thing to do
would be to move your controller to slot
6. Examine the code below then type
in the hex dump following.

CALL -151

Hardcore COMPUTIST nO.8

<000- "00 LDA'".... ."2m STA S03F2 Sets RESET veetOI.... "CO
LDA ""

III I'IboolIfom slot 6
• "",. I!O F3 00 ST'103f3-"Sf" J5lISftlOf

""'" '''' LDA " ..-- "" ST''''
4011. ",. LDA ",..." "" STA 137

""""''''' DOS.... "" lOA nIB
4011- "" 51A$38.." ",. LDA .""..,. ".. ST''''..,. "00 LDA ,'"
«llf- '"'' STAl'" "" ..~"". "00 LDA ,'" -"""'"..,. .". ST... ...........
.",. """" ..,p",,"
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Bugs In Hardcore COMPUTIST #6

APT'SAPT'sAPT'sAPT'sAPT'SAPT'sAPT's

Serpentine
Contributed by Paul Andersen

After all the snakes have appeared in Ihe "cage" I type 1$ to get extra snakes.

Ultima II
Contributed by Wes Felty

When you board a ship and leave land, your ship will often split into two
ships. The second ship will attack you, but do not sink it. Instead, land your
ship, exit il and board the second ship. Then sail to another continent and
exit the ship.

If you reboard the ship and sel sail, il may split in two again. You can leave
ships all over the world using this technique.

We committed a serious over·
sight in Hardcore COMPUTIST no.6
concerning the Modified Roms
article.

The program as Hsted does not
save the registers. This is needed
if one does a non-maskable inter·
rupt instead of a RESET and wish
es to re·start the program. Below is
a new hexdump that you should
type instead of the one presented
on page 28 of Hardcore COM·
PUTIST #6.

This new program works exactly
like the original program except that
Ihe accumulator is saved at location
$2092, the X register is saved at lo
cation $2903 and the Y register is
saved at location $2904.

2ECO: 2C 00 CO $OE88
2EOO: 10 F8 80 10 CO AD 00 CO $86A9
2ED8: C9 20 FO 70 8003 4C 62 $1898
2EEO: FA 80 02 29 8E 03 29 8C $07E2
2EE8: 04 29 8A 8E 01 29 AO 00 $8A66
2EFO: 890000 4C FO FE 20 00 $FCSF
2EF8: FE 68 68 DO 6C 99 00 20 $9CES
2FOO: 8900019900 21 C8 DO $4EF7
2F08: E7 84 3C 84 42 84 3E A9 $78CA
2Fl0: 09 8S 3F A9 02 8S 30 A9 $900S

2F18: 22 8S 43 20 2C FE 20 2F $OAA6
2F20: F8 20 S8 FC 4C S9 FF $E8AO

0390: 30 CS 41 90 86 AS 3C CS $0730
0398: 40OO8080E9 $4E1f

The hexdump listed atong wilh
the article "Personalizing a Pro
gram" on page 13 of Hardcore
COMPUTIST no.6 was incorrect.
The correct hexdump and check·
sums are listed below.

02Al: AS 4C 80 F8 03 A9 00 $2877
02A8: 80 F9 03 A9 0380 FA 03 $40S9
0200: AO 00 89 CO 02 48 09 80 $4081
0288: C8 20 FO FO 68 30 F3 60 $33F4
02CO: 8080 C3 02 OS C3 C9 Cl $OSSO
02C8: CC AO C3 CF C4 CS AO C6 $82CF
0200: C9 CE C4 CS 02 AO C9 CE $00C9
0208: 0304C1 CCCCCSC46A $2C88
02EO: 80800S03CSA08CC3 $8301
02E6: 0402CC8E09AOC602 $7880

02FO: CFCOA004C8CSAOCO $C694
02F8: CF CE C9 04 CF 02 80 00 $F996
0300: AS 3E 8S 40 AS 3F 8S 41 $90A8
0308: E6 31 AO 00 84 FF C8 69 $SS37
0310: 00 02 C9 99 DO F8 C8 69 $A6El
0318: 00 02 C9 AO FO F8 20 A7 $72F4
0320: FF AS 3E A6 FF 90 00 02 $A9CC
0328: E6 FF 88 89 00 02 C8 C9 $3724
0330: 80 FO 16 C9 08 FO 04 C9 $2FFI
0338: AO FO E3 A9 06 A6 FF E6 $OF8C

0340: FF 90 00 02 CA 90 00 02 $SS69
0348: CB0003AOooA20060 $EF60
0350: 00 02 C9 08 DO OlE8 DO $9A86
0358: 0002 FD OS CA 01 3C DO $41FE
0360: 28 E8 C8 E4 FF 90 E8 20 $7A95
0368: S8 FC AS 3C 65 3A AS 30 $6S28
0370: 85 36 A9 17 20 63 FE 2C $8118
0376: 00 CO 10 F6 80 10 CO AD $1062
0300: OOCOC91600034C69 $8671
0388: FF E6 3C DO 02 E6 3D AS $76IF

After a few seconds you will see the
monitor prompt again. Why did the Ap
ple die the first time we did this and not
now? It is because the first time we did
this the CSW and KSW pointers were
pointing al the DOS locations which we
later erased, causing massive heart
failure. This time they were pointing at
safe ROM routines which cannot be
erased.

So remember to never erase or
change the routines at $9EBD and
$9E81 unless you know how, and have
the incoming data ending up at $FDF0
and $FD1B.

the values that are present. When
DOS Is connected all Input and output
goes to DOS and then to these lo
cations.

Now type clear memory from
$800-$BFFF again by typing

811:11
811 < 811.8FFFM

Alternative devices
The snapshot type devices current·

lyon the market advertise the ability
to stop the execution of any program.
However, when I tried to use Wildcard
to stop EDD and jump into the moni·
tor there were problems. Evidently,
EDD can recognize that something's
amiss when this is done because it
changes parts of itself and will not reo
sume operation. If you have another
type of snapshot card, or want to try
it anyway, just use it to break into the
moniter instead of a firmware board.

I will list what I know about EDD so
that if you want to try fixing or avoid
ing this problem you can give it a try.
My friend successfully made a Wild·
card copy of EOD using a few address
changes. This suprised me since I had
found, when I had used it and gone
into the monitor, thai it had changed
itself. His copy took up a whole disk
and was not easily modified. Here are
the changes he made if you want 10 try
them with your snapshotter or figure
out their meaning.

113A: A9
1138: 18
113C: EA
2108: II
210F: II
210E: II

Some of the area around $CE9 was
also changed, but there are probably
others.
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Best Of The Bit Copiel's:
A COlllpal'ison
By Phillip Romine

For you incorrigible Apple-users,
eagerly awaiting bit copier Nirvana, I
offer hope! Not the ultimate copy pro
gram of course, for there is no such
thing. But some recent updates of
popular bit copiers are very. very good.
With a couple of these bit copiers. a
copyboard which doesn't change any
memory. and just a little 8ll:perience,
the average Apple user should be able
to back up 95% to 99% of all current
Apple software.

While teaching and helping stu
dents. I am constantly asked which Ap
ple copy program is best. But best for
what or for whom? Computer sophisti
cation varies widely among Apple
users. A program which is both superb
and cost effective for the inveteraie
hacker may be almost worthless for
the elementary school teacher who
knows only that many small and grimy
hands are using her only copy of "The
Great Math Attack."

But the question is a fair one, which
I'll try to answer. First, the ground
rules: Time and finances prevented my
examining aU of the available copiers,
so I chose five of the most popular:

(1) Essential Data Duplk:ator, Version
III (Utilico Microware, 1984)
(2) Locksmith, Version 5.' (Omega
Microware, Inc., 1983)
(3) Back It Up Ill, Version 3.4 (Sensi
ble Software, 1983)
(4) Nibbles Away II, Version C3 (Com
puter Applications, 1983)
(5) Copy II Plus, Version 4.3 (Central
Point Software, Inc., 1982).

I attempted to back up only original
disks, both drives were set to the
speed recommended for the bft copi
er being used (if such speeds were
specified), copying was from the faster
to the slower drive when the drives
were set to different speeds, only new
or erased destination disks were used,
and tracks which showed read errors
were re-eopied if the disk failed 10 boot
or operate properly.

I evaluated each bit copier's perlor·
mance with its parameters at their
default settings (a reasonably objective
task), and also evaluated its capabm·
ties after appropriate parameter set
tings (a much more subjective
approach).
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TABLE A

TABLE C

• The regular copy program from the II Plus
disk copies this one.

BACK IT UP • y vcr,S) Y V(PI
COPY UPlUS Y(H.P)Y(T,S,H,P) N. N
E. DATA DUP, Y V(T,S) Y YIP)
LOCKSMITH 5.0 Y Vcr,S) VIR) Y
N. AWAY 11 V(H) V(T,S.H) Y(H.P) Y(H.P)

e3 ....2
TABLE B.,

C1 C2 C3 C4

BACK rr UP IU YIN) N Y(H) (S,H)
COPY II PLUS YIN) N Y H
E. DATA OUP. YIN) Y(!I) Y(T.R) IS,H)
lOCKSMITH S.D H Y Y(T) H
N. AWAY' YIN) H H H

A1: Meet the President (Versa Compu
tation) has changes in the volume. track.
sector andlor checksum information.

A2: This;s Applewriter He, which has a
chanQlJd data header and minor data field
changes.

A3: V'asicalc lie uses a OOS 3.2 address
header. changes in the volume, track, sec
tor. checksum sequence, and no data on
track 1.

A4: A popular applied statIstics program
with an address header change.

A1 A2 A3 A4

BACK IT UP. Y Y Y Y
COPVIlPlUS Y Y Y H
E. DATA OUP. Y Y Y Y
LOCKSMITH 5.0 Y Y Y Y
N. AWAY ~ Y Y Y(H) Y(H)

Cl: Apple Logo. Track 1 has a changed
address header. and reqUires that the nib
ble count be preserved.

C2: A popular family-level word proces
sor noted tor its ease of use and simplici
ty. It uses quarter tracking irom Tracks 1.25

B1: This is Copy II ?tus itself. It has no
address field and a changed data header.

82: This is DB Master 3.tI2. It's on Tracks
ethru 5,then uses half tracks 6.5 to 22.5,
with track synchronization.

83: A popular graph program from the
company noted tor the user friendly pro
grams and manuals. It uses bit insertion
protection.

54: This is Bag of Tricks. It uses bit in
sertion, changed headers, and 11 bit sync
bytes.

Example: Y(S,P) ... The disk copied.
but required track synchronization and
other parameter settings.

KEY TO
TABLE INTERPRETATION

I chose 211 disks, arranging them in
five groups of tour each according to
the difficulty of their copy protection
and tried each of the fIVe bit copiers on
every disk. Group A included lightly
protected disks with simple header
changes or changes in the volume.
track, sector or checksum designa
tions. Group B disks were slightly hard
er, and included some written on half
ttacks and using bit insertion tech
niques. Group C disks were still hard
er, with some disks wrjtten on quarter
or three-.quarter tracks, some requiring
nibble counting. and some including
combinations of these protection
methods together with other methods
such as header changes. Group 0
disks were hard: nearly all used a com
bination of methods including quarter
and thre~uarter tracking, dynamic
header changing, and tracks with a lit
tle intelligence hidden among much
junk. Group E was made up of disks
which are truly hard to copy: all used
a combination of methods (including
track arcing for some),and most were
noted as "hard to copy" in parameter
lists. The results of the compansons
are shown in Tables A thru E.

P ... Required other parameter
settings.

H _ Required an address or data
header.

S - Required track synchronization.

N - Required nibble count preserva
tion on one or more tracks.

T - Required designation of tracks
and/or track increments.

N ... No, disk did not copy (even with
track and parm settings).

Y ( ). Yes, disk copied, with one or
more of the following subscripts in the
parentheses.

R ,. Required re-a>pying of tracks
showing read errors.

Y - Yes. disk copied: No setting of the
copier program was necessary beyond
the default values.

Most Wanted List

We wert overwhelmed Mth tbe
num~rof SoUkeys lbat were rueal·
ly submitted to us for Sensible Soft·
ware's "Sensible Spt'ller" and Sir
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cle form on a DOS 3.3 diskette. For
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1. Blllk 5tlftl Writer
Bl'Odvbund

2. PFS File I PFS Report
$oftwtut PubUshlnl Corp.

3. Appit BUADm G.-.pbks
Apple Computer

4. rUShl Simuillor II
Sub Logic

S. Type Atlack
Slriu.f Software

6. DB Muter 4.0
StonewtlN. Inc.

7. TIme Is MODe)'
Turnin, Point

8. JuUUJ E"iDI &: UIT)' Bird
Go ODe 00 ODe

Electronic Arts
9. Vlslbleod

Micro Lab
10. CUi ADd Piste

Electronk Arts
11. DoUln ADd Sellse

Monolram
12. Word Jugltr

QUlU'k, Inc.
13. Catal)'st

Quark, Inc.
14. Rocky's Boots

The Learninl Company
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of protected software without
parameter changes. And it the user is
willing to become even moderately
proficient at identifying disks which
have been written on half or quarter
tracks. the percentage improves even
more. It is very easy to use. The
parameter list is short and almost re
quires a magnifying lens to read, but
is adequate. Remember that relative
ly few parameters are needed. The
manuaJ is mediocre at best. The disk
includes some useful (but far from fool
proof) utiliHes for analyzing protected
disks. Parameter changes are easy to
make, but not always easy to un·
derslnd for folks schooJed in II Plus
and Nibbles terminology.

I must respectfully disagree with
Dave Thompson who reviewed E.O.D.
II in Issue 6 of Hardcore COMPUTIST.
He contends that the ability to copy
quarter tracks is " ...superfluous.....
and .... .not very useful". It is true that
data on some disks written on quart·
er tracks bkteds over enough to be
read adequately on the halt tracks, but
many do not. Six disks in this sample
of 2t) use quaner or three quarter track
ing for at least some tracks. Three ot
these could be copied on half tracks
to produce workable copies, but three
could not E.O.O.• which copied all
three with proper quarter or three
quarter reading, woukj not produce a
wol'kab'e copy on fun or hatf tracks.
E.D.O. is expensive - $79.95 retail,

$65 from discounters· but worth every
penny.

I acquired Version III of E.O.O. very
recentty and. although I used the new
version 'orthis evaluation. my compar·
ison of Versions 1/ and III should be ac
cepted as strictly preliminary. So far I
have found little difference in the abil
ity of the two versions to backup pro
tected disks. Version III is much taster,
which is its greatest improvement in
my judgment. A few new or changed
parametltrs have aiso been added. For
example, the user can now provide an
address header for Version Ill, a much
needed improvement. In practice.
however, when E.O.O. has difficulty
locating a track start/end. it is often
easier to set parameter tour to allow
additional tries above the default
value. this allows the program more
chances to use the self-sync fields to
find track start/end. A new disk·
analyzing utility has been added to
Version Ill. It is not as convenient as
Locksmith's, however. Utilico's price
(for registered owners) to update Ver·
sicn II to Version III is a very reasona·
bte $19.95 plus $3 handling.
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ESSENTIAL DATA
DUPLICATOR (III)

E4: This is Back It Up 11/ itself. It is
written on Tracks (I, then 3 thru 12.
Sync must be used on Tracks 3-12.
Read errors and apparent lack of data
on Track 3 are OK. It. no doubt, em·
ploys other protection. It's tough!

GENERAL EVALUATION

Scanning the tables shows E.O.O. to
be the clear winner for the particular
group of disks which I selected for my
comparison. By using parameters and
re~pying many tracks with read er·
rors, E.D.D. copied every disk. Back It
Up was second, and in certain
respects was superior to E.O.D.

There was a noticable drop in per·
formanceafter E.O.O. and Back It Up.
Locksmith held an intennediate post
tion, and may well have much more
potential than this evaluation suggests
because of its poor directions and lack
of parameters. It copied one more disk
in the default mode than either E.O.O.
or Back It Up. Nibbles Away and Copy
II Plus are both excellent when sup
plied with detailed parameter senings,
but were outclassed by the other copi
ers in these comparisons. It is entirely
possible· in fact, a virtual certainty •
that I did not locate all of the protec·
tion schemes used on some of these
disks. So. it detailed parameters had
been available, Copy II Plus and Nib
bles Away m+ght have k>oked very
good.

An overall evaluation of the fIVe cop!-
ers including their strengths. weak·
nesses, ease of use. cost
effectiveness, available parameters,
and additional features is clearly a
more sub;ective task. Moreover, one
shoukj not expec1 too mLlCh of any sin·
gle bit copier. The default parameter
settings chosen by the program's
author must of necessity be a com·
promise which cannot be appropriate
for every disk. There is not· nor will
there ever be· one Apple bit copier for
all seasons.

EVALUAnON OF INDIVIDUAL
COPY PROGRAMS

Y(H) N Y(l) (T,A)
Y N N N

Y(T,A) Y(l) Y(T,A)(T.P,A)
Y(l) Y(T.A) N N
N N N N

01 D2 D3 D4

El E2 E3 E4

BACK IT UP IU Y(S,Nj " YIf') N
COPY HPlUS " N N. N
E. DATA OUP. Y(S.N) Y(l) YIf') YISI
lCICKSMrrH SJ Y(S.N) N N N
N. AWAY II N N N. N

BACK IT UP II
COPY II PlUS
E. DATA OOP.
LOCKSMITH S.1I
N. AWAY II

thru lC.25, requires sync, and hides a lit·
tie data among much garbage.

C3: The Big Math Attack (Software
Guild), has two uacks with • Iinle intem·
genes wetl hidden. Copy Tracks I thru 2;
then 3.25 thn.l 21.25.

C4: Akiddie disk on ClOfr1)OtetS by ArisIQ.
tie's friend. tl: uses quarter tracks thru
22..25, and requires both sync and nibble
counting.

NOTE: Both C3 and C4 are hard to copy,
and could easity fit into Group O.

TABLE E

-SectOf editing can produce a workable
C<lOY.""""'.

TABLE D

El: The Legacy of Uy1gamyn (Wtzardry)
needs sync on the bootslde. and both sync
and nibble counting for Tracks IA thru IE
on the scenario side. It's labeled "hard to
copy, drive speed critical" In most selS of
parms.

E2: Seatox (like Choplifter) from Broder·
brund uses track arcing; labeled "hard to
copy: drive speed critical" in various
parameterI~. Tracks eltlru fIB; b.75
thru 21.75; 22.

E3: A professionaJ.-tevel word processor
with a "HoIlywoodish" name. n uses bit In- E.D.O. is a superb bit copier! It will
sertion prOlection. with l' bft sync bytes. duplicate a relativety high percentage
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01: This is Supermap (Software Guild).
n uses !rackstttwu 3; then • .25thru 13.25.
and hides data amid garbage on tracks
".25 and 5.25.

02: From the same source as 01, and
apparentty using simIlar protection, the
Game Show is much harder to copy. It uses
Tracks I; therl Track 1.25 and 2.25; then
.. thru 22..

03: Teddy and tggy (Sunburst Commu·
nications). This entire series on memory
uses Tracks.rtvu 18, then 11.5 thru 22.5.
They also use dynamic header changes.

04: Same scurt:8 as 03, but Simon Says
is harder to copy.



produces a more accurate copy. And
it's true that adding or deleting sync
bytes (as E.D.D. does) can theoreti
cally cause the copy to fail. So, for you
purists who have a compulsive need
to do things the best way, grab your
screwdrivers and full speed ahead. But
the fact is, after having copied a
hundred or more disks using nibble
count protection techniques, I have
never found a single disk for which the
automatic count wouldn't work.

In my judgement, these two weak
nesses are aU that keep Back It Up III
from being the best nibble copter
available.

Continued on page J]

COPY II PLUS (4.3)

Copy 11 Plus allows a large number
of parameter changes and thus offers,
for sophisticated users, the potential to
tailor the copIer to fit many different
types of protection. Because It does re
quire numerous parameter changes, it
is not one of the easier bit copiers to
use. The Central Point Software staff
provides the most comprehensive
parameter list (of these five diskmak
ers), and is very prompt about
parameter list updates (available every
two months for only one dollar). The II
Plus Manual is excellent. The addition
al utilities that are included on the II
Plus disk are also excellent, extreme.
Iy useful, and easy to use. The FlO
functions, presented in an easier·to
use format, are supplied, as well as
several additional goodies. Best of all,
there is a fast standard copy program
which automatically handles disks pro
tected by bit insertion techniques. This
allows quick copies of the Visl series
and the PFS serIes without parameter
changes. Even a minor address head
er change defeats this copier,
however. Finally, Copy II Plus is cost
effective. It retails for $39.95 from Cen
tral Point, and I have seen it advertised
by software discounters for as little as
$24.95. Even if one never uses the bit .
copier, the other utilities, parameters
(which are easy to translate for use
with Back It Up or Nibbles), and the
standard copy disk make II Plus a true
bargain. To balance these accolades,
however, I must add that II Plus will not
handle quarter tracks, and I have not
been able to back up nearly as many
of the difficult disks with II Plus (even
with parameter changes) as with some
of the other copiers.

BACK IT UP III

can be customized by the user as fu
ture disk protection schemes appear.
Perhaps more detailed instructions Will
be forthcoming in newsletters.

I consider Locksmith 5.e overpriced,
but this is of course a value judgement.
It retails for $99.95, and can be ob
tained for around $Se from discoun
ters. It still has some bugs: it hangs up
sometimes, and two supposedly differ
ent parameters for track syncing oc
cupy the same location.

Back It Up /II is a remarkably good
bit copier. It was second only to E.D.O.
in number of disks copied, and If it
would handle quarter and three quart-
er tracking, might easily have ranked
first. It is better at locating the track
start/end than any of the other copiers
tested, requiring fewer read attempts
and much less re-copying of individu
al tracks. On the rare occasions when
it has diffICUlty, address marks are very
easy to provide. Once address marks
are provided, the program uses them
(instead of the self-.sync fields) to set
track start/end. E.O.D. does not seem
to use any address marks provkjed as
wen as Back It Up.

The manualls good, but not excep.
Uemal. Back It Up does not have as
many parameters as some copiers, but
it doesn't need as many because of its
superior default perlorrnance. Its disk
analyzing functions are about as effec
tive as E.o.o.'s and Locksmith's, but
cause the Number' disk drive to run
constantly during the analysis. Again,
I must give locksmith's Quickscan the
Vale here. Back It Up's utility functions
such as disk erasure are rather stan
dard and unremarkable.

In my opinion, Back It Up III has only
two serious flaws. It will not handle
quarter or three quarter tracking, and
it has no automatic nIbble count
preservation routine.

I have found the parameters and
procedures to combat track arcing to
be much more complex and less satis
factory on the programs whk'h will not
read quarter and three quarter tracks.
To copy certain Chopliher disks with
Back It Up requires complex global
parameter settings and is a real hass
le (even when it works). With E.O.o.
set 10 the appropriate quarter tracks,
it's a breeze.

The second problem, no automatic
nIbble count preservation. is also
pesky. l1's true that changing the drive
speed of the destination drive
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LOCKSMITH 5.1

E.D.D.·s greatest strengths are its
default copying ability, ease of use, the
few parameter settings required, and
lIs ability to read quarter tracks.

lis weaknesses include a mediocre
manual. difficulty in finding track
start/end when valid data is buried wi
Ihin loIS of garbage, few supplemen·
lal utilities. heavy copy protection with
no backup disk (although thera is a
backup program on the back side of
the single disk), and high cost.

With parameters in their default set·
ling, Locksmith 5,0 finished first In the
competition, but with even minimal use
of parameter settings it fell to third. On
Ihe particular disks thaI I have tried to
copy, especially on tracks containing
a Httle good data interspersed among
much garbage, E.o.D. 's read routines
seem better. and Back It Up's are
markedly better. Back It Up and E.o.D.
also seem less prone to overwrite the
track beginning. But on disks requiring
all sync bYles to be written as 10 bit
bytes (such as Bag of Tricks), lock
smith 5.0 will make a good copy from
its default setting while E.D.O. and
Back It Up require one parameter
change. In fact, this is why it won the
default competition. (1n fairness to
E.D.O. and Back ft Up, however, I must
add that the need for 10 bit sync bytes
is rare).

The additional Locksmith utilities are
good but unremarkable. One excep
tion Is the Quickscan function which is
very helpful in identifying the tracks or
partial tracks upon which data have
been recorded. This utility is far from
perfect, as data will bleed over quart
er track increments (and on some
disks even over half tracks), so Quick
scan can't always discriminate well.
Back It Up and E.o.D. have similar, but
less convenient, functions.

There are a limited number of
parameters to change, and no listing
of parameters for popular disks is
provided. Omega was not noted for
liberal parameter poticies with lock
smith 4.1; only time will tell whether
Locksmith 5.0 is to bring more of the
same.

The manual is attraetrve. with large
print and an easy-to-read format. Un
fortunately, the explanations for how to
customize the program by inserting,
sequencing, andlor removing various
algorithms Is totally inadequate for the
novice. This is unfortunate because
the program is touted as one which
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WHIZ IUD 1»1 Rag Darrah NO PIRACY ZONE

1) Exchange lips. on program modifications and en
hancements

2) Swap game secrets
3) Exp60re Advanced Playing Techniques and get those two

exira ships when you really need them.

( ) y... Itlirt my lublCriptlon now.

( ) I would IIkl to RENEW my lubKription.

.lnnu. Sublcrtptlon R.tel: check one
( ) U.S... . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . ... $25.00

!~ ~~:a:.~~~ .. ~~t.~~~s.'.~~~~~.~~~ .. =:gg
) For.ign AIrmail. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $60.00
) Foreign surfac. mail $40.00

HCS
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Get Out Of The Dark

Hardcore COMPUTIST•••
Whlit You Can't Get Anywhere e....

Information For Honaat Users

Send order to: Halrdcore COMPUTIST
SubKrlplion OeJMIrtment
P.O. Box 44549
Tacoml, WA 98444

NAII£ _

ADOfIESS _

CITY ST ZIP _

COUNTl'y _

YISAI'MC
SIGNATURE _

Group rates a...ailabl•. Write lor information.
Please allow 6-8week.s lor delivery.

If you're 8 Vigorous Apple camputlst, you can't afford to
be without us any longer.

Our readers IlI'8 ahead 01 the crowd. They get tectlniques
10 unlock locked software. Hardeore COMFfUTIST shows
you how to get into DOS and, once there, how to modify it.

For beginners. we offer complele application information.
Specialized Morlals, product reviews, and general Interest
programs are strong components of CORE, the center in
sen In each monthly Issue of Hardcore COMPUTIST.

We take pride in ottering straight-forward, up-fronl an
sw.rs to quesllons most asked by Apple users.

You'll find no gimmicks and no hidden messages. We
•• print the things .....ryon. needs and has a right to un

derstand.
Especially you.

o

Information on the diskette Is stored in concentric tracks which
are smaller and smaller rings of Information placed one inside
another. On each 01 these rings, sbl:teen (OI'thirteen if ~'re back
in the Stone Age and stili using OOS 3.2) spots of Information
(called S8CtOr3) are placed encllo encl. The tracks are traditionaJ·
Iy numbered zero through thirty four and the sectors zero through
fifteen. See F~u", 1.

(Flg.Z)

35 T1llICIt5 (FIg. I) 16 SECTORS
Between each sector (not shown in the diagram) Is a 'gap' which

consists of typically 15-25 special bytes called sync or timing bytes.
These bytes are ignored by DOS but are used by the hardware
In the disk drtve to ensure proper reading of the sectors.

Where 18 8 sector?
An the bytes that are on the diskette surface were put there

dUring initialization. This Includes four lJ8quences of bytes which
are used to mark certain things on the track. These marker se
quences are called Stan of address (or Address prologue), End
01 address (or Address epilogue). Stan of data (or Data prologu.)
and End of data (or Data epilogue). AI/llour markers exist for e...•
ery sector on the track and appear in the listed order.

H.re are the steps OOS goes through when It accesses a sector.
First of all. It has to move the disk arm to the desired track.

This is a complicated procedure and will be explained in a later
Whiz KId article.

Th. second step is to search lor the CClmlCt sector on this track.
OOS waits until it sees the first marker (.tart of address) because
this deslgnat.s the stan of the sector.

Directly after the Stlirt 01 Mkt,... marker is a stting 01 bytes
(called the address field) which tell DOS which track and sector

Is soon to follow. Also. the address field con
tains Ihe disk volume number and a check
sum for this address field. The checksum

ly ensures that the three oltler values
valid.
insurance that the values read were in·
an address field, the End 01 .ddre..
.r directly follows the checksum. DOS
examines the track and sector number

ee if the sector that is coming is the cor
one. If it Isn't, OOS waits past the next
and gap until the next stan 01 address
and tries again. After 34 lries, it gives

ith an 110 error.
th the right track and sector number
in, OOS waits tor the Start 01 dllta mar·
mmedlalely after this Is a 342 byte area
d the data field. These bytes are trans·

into the 256 bytes you see with a
sector editor. The reason there
are more than 256 bytes In the
data fiekf is because the disk
hardware cannot read certain
bytes from the disk surface.
Therefore, the ectual data Is en·
crypted on the disk. More on this
Ialer.

To verify that It read In valid
data, the End of datil mark 101
lows the data lield.

Flgul'tl 2 illustrates the format of a track. This information is
EXTREMELY useful. I suggest you become very familiar with it.
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Continu~d from pal~ JO ing the following memory changes:

COPYING THE COPIERS

NIBBLES AWAY II (C3)

I have not yet been able to copy E.O.O III with itself (asex
ual reproduction) or any other bit copy program (sexual
reproduction). E.O.O. II may be copied with a copyboard
by loading it. then entering the copyboard monitor and mak-

Setf-eopying Is easy with Nibbles. Use an address mark
of 05 AA 96 for track f); then 07 AA 97 for the remaining
tracks with data. Tracks 0F and 16-22 are blank. The other
copiers will also copy Nibbles with no problems, although
II Plus required parameter settings.

Parameters lor setf-copying by Copy II Plus are provid
ed in the manual. Central Point Software should be com
mended for this kindness. Also. E.O.O. and Locksmith will
back up II Plus with lheir default seltings, and Nibbles will
copy il with address marks of 05 AA 96 for Track e, and
9492 CO for Tracks 1 thru a:.

The entire Locksmith 5.e disk is nol memory resident,
but the bit copier, Quickscan, and some other functions,
do load together and can be copied successfulty with a
copyboard which does not use compression. (Compressed
copies tall into the monitor and don't work). The following
parameters for copying Locksmith 5.1 with E.O.O. III are
from a competent anonymous source. but so far I have not
had an opportunity to verify them: all tracks normal (use
Copy A) except Track eA. For M, set parms:

location 113A - change from AO to A9
bcation 1t38 • change from F1 to f)8
location 113C - change from 1B to EA
bcation 2108 - change tram 2C to fl0
location 21 OF - change from 25 to eel
location 21FE - change from 06 to flCl

Aher the changes are made, go ahead and use the
copyboard's normal procedures for a 48K compressed or
noncompressed copy. A workable alternative is possible
if you have a copyboard which does not change any
memory and requires the copy to be booted by the
copyboard (such as Replay II). Such a copy will work
property without making the memory changes.

Back It Up III may be copied with E.O.O. Copy track I
normally (default settings); then copy Tracks 3 thru 12 with
sync. Skip Tracks 1,2, and 13 thru 22. (Track 83 appears
to have no data and will give a read error, but copy it any
way). Aiso, a copyboard wh5ch does not change any
memory wilt copy Back tt Up, and it can be made into a
48K binary file if compression is not used.
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So which is the best bit copier? tt depends. If I had a
thorough knowledge of the Apple DOS and prolection
methods, I'd choose Copy II Plus. Its tow cost, excellent
parameter support, light copy protection, great utilities, and
flexibility are highly commendable. If I were a novice, or
a busy individual needing the most successful copies with
the least effort, I'd choose E.O.O. You can't argue with the
bottom line. tf Back It Up's two disadvantages are correct·
ed in a later version, nwouJd become my first chok:e. Nib
bles Away would be next, based on its ease of use, good
speed, and excellent parameter suppoft. Locksmith 5.0
would be my last choice at 1his time because of its inad&
quate user instructions, tack of parameters, and high price.

2
1
1

40 =4F _

50 -

1
1
o
1

3A -
49 -
48 -
4C -

20
AA
AF
18

28 -
32 
33 
39 -

Nibbles is a fast, well balanced bit copier that is easy to
use even when parameter changes are necessary. While
its performance is below average when all parameters are
at default, the simple addition of an address header tums
it into an excellent performer. I have been able to quickly
copy several difficult disks by adding the header. The quan
lily of parameters available is excellent, and most can be
loaded automatically from updated parameter disks which
are supplied by subscription. The user selects the name
of the disk to be copied from the disk catalog, and lhe
parameter is loaded into Nibbles quickly and painlessty.
Printed parameter lists are also provided, and using them
is easy because of Nibbles' user friendty design features.
The functions of the various Nibbtes parameters are aiso
explained in its excellent and educational manual (which
contains a good short course in disk protection for the
novice). For a beginner willing 10 learn a little about
parameter changing, Nibbles is very good. For the ex
perienced parameter changer, it is excellent and will copy
many disks with sophisticated protection schemes.

The other utilities on the Nibbles disk are onty average,
as is the cost effectiveness. The lowest price I have seem
among the discounters is $55, and it's usually more. Nib
bles' weaknesses Include its lack of ability to find track
stanslends well fronm the sync fields (hence, the need for
the address header), and its Inability to handle quarter
tracks.
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Signature

__________ Stale Zip _

SPECIAL COLLECTORS'S OFFER

Every EAMON scenario & Utilities.
Ail lor amy SIOD.-

n YES! ~d II'lI! t~ tfldrt
EAMON collection of 6-4 yolllmes.

The "'ASTER disk is fellllired to
pll., 1.11' EAMON KeMrlO.

o 01 MASTERlBeginners Ca~e

o 02 Lair of the Minotaur
o 03 Ca~e 01 the Mind
a 04 Zyphur River Venture
o 05 CasUe 01 Doom
o 06 Death Star
007 Devil's Tomb
o 08 Abductor's Ouaners
o 09 Assau~ 01 ttle Clone Master
o 10 Magic Kingdom
011 Tomb of Molinar
o 12 Ouest lor Trezore
o 13 Caves of Treasure Island
o 14 Furioso
o 15 The Hemes' CasUe
o 16 Ca~es of Mondamen
a 17 Merlin's Castle
o 18 Hogarth Castle
a 19 Death Trajl
a 20 The Black Oeattl
o 21 Quest lor Marron
022 Senalors' Chambers
023 Temple of Ngurcl
o 24 Black Mountain
o 25 Nuclear Nightmare
o 2ti Assault on the Moleman
o 27 Revenge of the Moleman
o 28 Tower of London
a 29 Lost Island 01 Apple
a 30 UndergroLHld City
a 31 Gauntlel
o 32 Hoose 01 JIl Aeplrte
o 33 Om of Polaris
034 Death's Galeway
a 35 Lair of the Mutants
o 36 Citadel Of Blood
o 37 Quest lor the Holy GraH
o 3B City in the Clolllls
o 39 Museum 01 Unnatural History
o 40 Deamons Playground
o 41 Ca~ems 01 Lanst
o 42 Alternate Beginners Ca~e

a 43 Tomb 01 Y'Golonac
o 44 Operation Crab Key
o 45 Feast 01 Carroll
a 46 The Master's DUIlgeon
o 47 Crystal Mountain
o 48 Lost A!Nenlure
o 49 The Manxome Foe
o 50 Behind ttle sealed Door
o 51 Land of Death
o 52 Junoles 01 Vietnam
o 53 Black Castle 01 Nagog
o 54 Sewers of CIticaIIo
o 55 caverns of Doom
o 56 Valkenburg Castle
o 57 Modem Problems

Tournament Adventures

a 60 Castle of Count fuey
o 61 Search for ttle Key
o 62 The Rescue Mission

EAMON Utilities

o 01 EAMON UtWities
o 02 EAMON Utilities
o 03 EAMON Utilities
o Dungeon Oesi~ner Ver 5

Make checks payable to:

Computer Lurning Center
P.O, Box mOl

Tacoma, WA '~5

us lunds only.
No purchase orders or C.O.D.
Washington state rllSidents add
7.8~ sales tax.

Foreign orders add 20'" for
shipping and handling.

___________ Phone _

E,p

City

Country

o VISA 0 Me i' _

Enclose $4.00 for each EAMON scenario volume that you
order or use our special EAMON collectors offer. Adventure scenarios are
packed on double-sided disks. Minimum Order: 2 Volumes. (S8.00)

Name

Address
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Avoid the I.R.S.
(Inadvertently Ruined Software)

You need software insurance. Copy II PC OBMI
Diskettes are fragile, and when a protected program is
damaged, the results are expensive and inconvenient. If

you have a backup diskette. though. you can have your
Apple, IBM or compatible computer back on line within

seconds ... affordably. That's software insurance.

Copy II Plus (Apple J[. J[ Plu'. lIel

Designed by us and produced by Eastside Software,
WildCard 2 is the easiest-ta-use, most reliable card
available. Making backups of your total load software
can be as easy as pressing the button, inserting a blank
disk and hitting the return key twice. WildCard 2 copies
48K. 64K and 128K software, and, unlike other cards,
is always ready to go. No preloading software into the
card or special, preformatted diskettes are required.
Your backups can be run with or without the card in
place and can be transferred to hard disks. $139.95
complete.

lmponan. No'~' n ..... p"",,,U<1. 00'$ prnvld'" fo.th~ pU"p"'" of.Mbliltli vou '0
mot••"'hl••1"'pi.. ouly. Undo. 'bo Copynght Law. ~ou, .. thO OWnO< of. ",,,,puto<

P"'1l<lo"'••",on';"'" to mako 0 nO" copy 10< .,.,hl••, "U<pO'''' only, Ond theso

JH'Odo<:Uwlll onotJloyou t. do"',
Thes. p«><lnet.< ••••ul'pl!od fo< M <>th•• pu,pOU' and yo.u BtO nO< J"'Tml"'" to

",III•• thom fo' .oy ..... "'hO< ,han 'bal 'I'odllo<l.

This is THE disk backup program for the IBM PC and
PC/XT that backs up almostar~.Others may make
similar claims, but in reatit.y.-nothing out performs Copy
nPC." at a'ny price. Copy IT PC even includes a disk
speed check and is another "best buy" at only $39.95.

We are the backup professionals. Instead of diluting
our efforts in creating a wide variety of programs, we
specialize In offering the vecy best in backup products.

So, prote<:..'t your software investment, before the LR.$.
gets you.

I?ENTRAL POINT
" Software,lnc.
The Backup Professionals

To order, call 503/244-5782, 8:00-5:30 Mon.-Fri., or send
your order to: Central Point Software, 9700 SW Capitol Hwy;
Suite 100, Portland, OR 97219. Prepayment is required.
Please include $2 for shipping and handling ($8 outside U.S.
or Canada).
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